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FAITH

To

see

the

light and follow with unhesitating step,

To shun ambition’s hue and
To

guile but do

courageous part,

pick the stones that, few and dim, mark out the

And with the love of God and
Surmount the

Thus let

a

rugged

crags

life be spent

man

the heart and mind to sway,

at last o’er which the light beams strong;

in toil against the rule of

And let each fellow-man

narrow way,

wrong,

partake thy glowing warmth of heart.
D. R.,

O.E-.

Law,

• DA

1910.
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Among all animals there is and always
a distinction between species, va¬
rieties and families. "Our daily experi¬
ence shows that we have many animals
belonging to one group or family and
many others belonging to different fami¬
has been

lies.

Naturalists tell

viduals

of

us

that from indi¬

species you can have
offspring of individuals of another family
or variety, but not of a different species;
they teach, secondly, that a union between
indviduals of a different species is either
altogether sterile, or, if fertile, the hybrids
produced were never constituted a dis¬
tinct species; ergo, species have indefi¬
nite fertility, but according to one definite
type; ergo, product of union is without
The evolutionists upset this fact from ex¬
perience with their principle of trans¬
fertility ; e. g., in the case of mules, etc.
formation or the origin of one species
from another.
They say that just as
individuals of one species, either vegetable
or animal, can propagate
varieties, so, too,
can different species.
If you should ask
how
different species produce, they
answer, in the first place, by natural
selection, and, secondly, we have the
theory of La Mark that it is produced by
one

the exercise of organs
some seed.

selection

Natural

superinduced by

consists

doing for that object just
fancier

or

as

in nature

the flower-

bird-fancier would do in order

produce a distinct variety. But then
immediately follows the question as to
to

how nature selects.

Darwin answers, bv

struggle for existence. He starts out
principle that life is being pro¬
duced in the world in geometric pro¬
gression and that consequently after a
brief space of time, the entire earth would
be overrun with living things. But the
the

with the

means

of existence

are

insufficient for

this vast

multiplication; ergo, there be¬
all beings a struggle, each
one
seeking its own self-preservation.
Moreover, in this struggle those individ¬
uals conquer who are best suited by
gins

among

nature

for the contest

or

are

in better

circumstances and conditions; these sur¬
vive and the others perish. Hence we
have

the

survival

of

the

fittest.

The

perfect the individuals that survive,
perfect the offspring produced
by them. The struggle begins again and
so continues generation after generation
more

the

more

until

there

exists

a

collection of indi-
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viduals with

is descended from man; but since there is

those of their remote ancestors;

a

qualities vastly superior to
i. e., a
new family emerges.
But a new family
or variety
is nothing but an incipient
species and so after numberless genera¬
tions a new species would be the result.
Darwin draws two conclusions from this,
namely, the indefinite transformation
of species, and that the transformation
is from good to better.
Then Darwin
brings in his law of permanence, accord¬
ing to which this transformation con¬
tinues on so long as the form is uncertain
and indefinite; but the time will come
when it will acquire certain definite
characteristics and then evolution
and there is

formation

ceases

fixed type; ergo, this trans¬
does
not
go
on
forever.
a

Darwin asserted the second
when

principle, but
brought face to face with scientific

facts

he

was

forced

to

admit

it.

La

Mark’s

principle differs blit slightly. He
says that when animals are placed in
certain conditions that require frequent
efforts in some part of body, bye and
bye new organs are formed, and, on the
contrary, if the organs already in use
are not exercised by
reason of changed
conditions, then these organs are lost
again ; with new organs there arises a
new species
of animals, how is this theory
to be applied to man?
Darwin, himself,
hesitated, but his desciples boldly asserted
that man is nothing but an animal trans¬
formed from
If you
was

an

inferior kind of animal.

should ask Darwin what animal

man

transformed

that it is

from,

he

will

supposed to be an extinct
species of monkey. Darwin notes that
our monkeys of to-day have determined
characteristics, and, therefore, the law of
permanence forbids us to say that man
answer

great similarity between man and the
anthropomorphic monkeys it seems reas¬
onable, says Darwin, to infer that men
and monkeys both have a common ori¬
gin. La Mark assigns two primitive
forms to explain the progenitors of man
called
proto-organisms. Darwin had
four or
five
primitive forms called
prototypes, and expresses the hope that
time will reduce them to

one.

La Mark

claims the

origin of his proto-organisms
to be uncreated matter, while Darwin ex¬
presses ignorance of the nature of the
first form.
Consequently we have a prop¬
osition which overthrows Darwinism,
namely, that the principle assumed by
evolutionists is repugnant to experience
and altogether arbitrary; the means it
assigns for transformation are insufficient
and their proofs are of no serious weight.
Proof. Their principle is that all
things are derived from certain proto¬
types, and animals of one species are de¬
rived from individuals of another species.
But this is repugnant to experience;
ergo, the evolutionist’s theory is false.
Proof Minor ist Part. Our constant ex¬
perience is that fishes come from fishes,
birds from birds, horses from horses, etc.
In

word, the general law that animals
originate from individuals of the same
species, which law Darwin, himself, ad¬
one

mits.

Darwin, nevertheless, will answer
by saying that is true now because
animals have acquired determined char¬
acteristics, and hence the law of perman¬
ence. Again he asserts that these
changes
are effected after a long series of ages,
and consequently cannot be perceived in a
perceptible manner; ergo, this argument
this

of

present

experience

proves

nothing.
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this happens impercep¬
that the very law of
permanence seems to establish our as¬
sumption of the stability of species;
ergo, it lays down also the permanence
of species.
2nd Part Minor. If existing species,
especially man, came from pre-existing
animals having - vague and uncertain
forms, and these being imperceptibly
transformed through indefinite centuries,

tibly.

it

says

We

answer

reasonable to demand

seems

of these intermediate forms.

history tells

some

trace

As far

as

know that all animals
have had the same form they have to-day
and the same habits; so we read from the
most ancient sculptors of the Egyptians,
from the sacred text, from Aristotle’s
history of animals, from Homer and
us, we

others who have written

jects.

Again,

on

these sub¬

genealogical strata,
plants and animals are
found without the slightest trace of
primitive forms or intermediate forms
as they demand, for indeed fossils have
definite characteristics.
Lastly, the evo¬
lutionists grant that the progenitors of
are up to this
man
unknown. Darwin

traces or

does
2nd

hesitate

not

is built

in

relics of

on

to

admit

this

for

it

unknown facts.

Part

of Minor. The means as¬
insufficient. The means
are the efforts and the exercise
of organs resulting from new necessities
and desires, or environment, or influence
of circumstances on animals; and, lastly,

signed
assigned

are

Darwin’s view, natural selection.

Proof Minor. Desires and tendencies
come

from

nature

and

faculties

of the

animal; ergo, desires and tendencies do
not produce a new nature.
2nd part.
The influence of circumstances is deter¬

mined
Hence
same

JOURNAL.
by the subject placed in them.
plants and animals placed in the

circumstances

are

modified differ¬

ently, each according to its own nature.
Thirdly. Darwin began by attributing
everything to natural selection. He says
that it occupies a chief part, and finally
he confesses that the

causes

of evolution

unknown; ergo, he contradicts him¬
as this system is built on facts. We
have some arguments advanced by Dar¬
win to prove his system,
(i) He argues
from the likeness of construction physio¬
logically, anatomically and pathologically
of man with other animals, namely, the
higher apes. (2) He asserts that the
eggs and embryos of all animals, es¬
pecially vertebrates, are alike, and they
retain this likeness for a long time until
they develop their own proper form.
(3) There are, says Darwin, some parts
of the human body imperfect and useless
as we now are, but
very well explained by
supposing them to be the remnants of
perfect and useful organs in our ances¬
tors, which by environments, natural
selection, etc., having become useless,
have been gradually dropped. Hence the
coccyx in man is the remnant of a tail
and the hairs covering the body are
vestiges of our hairy ancestors; ergo, man
had his origin from these animals from
which these parts were all perfect. To
the first argument advanced by Darwin
we
answer
that this proves that generically man and animals agree, but it
does not prove his specific identity be¬
cause there is a specific difference between
man and the brut-e.
Again if you argue
an
identity of origin and species from
certain similarities, I have an equal right
to argue a difference from dissimilarities,
are

self,

GEORGETOWN

sharp instrument, he would say that
were there many obnoxious things
and the artisan would, knowing their
use, deride his folly; so, in a word, some
are bold
enough to find fault with many
things, the reasons for which they are
ignorant of. There are many things in
our homes not necessary by which, how¬
ever, the integrity of the whole is per¬
fected.”
Again since according to evolu¬

Inatrefages, Huxley

some

himself, admit these differ¬
ences are
greater, etc. 2nd Part (Dar¬
win, eggs and embryos). We grant that
the differences between eggs and embryos
of all vertebrates do not appear.
But
from this you can not conclude that there
is no difference.
If they did not differ,
how is it that the eggs and embryo of one
species always develop into animals of
the same species, although in the same
external circumstances as the eggs and
embryos of other species. We reply to
Darwin’s third argument by saying that
evolutionists contradict themselves, ad¬
mitting that even although the difference
cannot be perceived, yet there must be

there

nay,

scientific

men as

and Darwin,

a

difference.

3d Part Minor. Granting
of the

our

ignorance

of certain parts

of the human
body and supposing they were not made
merely for ornament you would have no
right to argue that consequently they are
useless.
St. Augustine says : ‘‘If an un¬
skilled man entered the workshop of an
artisan he would see there many instru¬
ments, the uses of which he would not
understand, and if he happened to be an
ignoramus he would consider them su¬
perfluous. Now, if through his own
use
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tionists

man

is

derived

from

certain

prototypes, not only should you explain
how it is that

now

he has

no

tail

as

his

progenitors had, but you would have to
explain likewise how these progenitors
acquired the tail, since their predecessors
had no tail.
Darwin says that our pro¬
genitors acquired the tail from the ne¬
cessity of defending themselves against
insects.
But since, according to Darwin,
this original tail took ages for its pro¬
duction, it follows that our predecessors
were deprived of this means of defense
through centuries and centuries. Hence,
as you see, we must reject Darwinism,
because it is not only repugnant to ex¬
perience, but is founded on unknown
facts; but this system must be built on
facts, consequently we can not accept the
theory of Darwin.

carelessness he should fall into the fur¬
nace

or

should he wound himself with

Thos. Cantwell, ’08.
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THE RAINBOW TRAIL

(14th and F)
! the throng goes by,
Each toward the luring goal.
Throughout the hour I’ve sought her eye,
But strange is every soul.
And some are glad and some are sad,
While some, of Love’s own mien,
Move through that sea, but ne’er to me
Comes face of one, Kathleen !
An endless

wave

(13th.)
glad and some are sad,
Dive low through that ‘ marcel ’ ”
“O, see who’s here! de-lighted dear!
How’s everything with Nell ? ”

And

some are

“

And

some are

“Ah—she’s
Now here
For Auld

And
“

a

(I2th.)
glad and some

are

sad,

‘Titian’ rare!

one, my word upon !
Lang Syne, ‘tis Claire !
comes

some are

Her father

(nth.)
glad and some

owns a

are

sad,

ranch—

Oh hall-room
Who

And

boy—you Christmas toy !
spoke for you to Blanche? ”

some are

As soft

She flits

as

(10th.)
glad and some

are

sad,

Southern breeze

along—(say, cadent song,
wrant), Louise !

The word you

And
I’m
For

some are

(9th.)
glad and some

S—A—D,
through that

The face of one,

1

are

sad,

ween ;

sea came ne’er to me
Kathleen !

Law, '09.
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Two

COLLEGE

elderly gentlemen, Judge Beck,

retired, and Colonel Cosgrave, also re¬
tired, both bachelors and the best of
friends, were luxuriously settled in the
tasty study of the famous old lawyer’s
house.
There was no light save that of
the glowing embers of the great log fire,
before which

they were lounging dream¬
ily in great leather chairs. Between them
within easy reach sat an ebony Japanese
table laden with cigars, a black bottle and
a siphon
of soda, together with all the
requisites for a toddy.
Drowsy and reminiscent the two were
gazing intently at the ever-changing
panorama before them, conjuring up in
the fantastic light great battles of the
field and court-room.
Finally the old
fellow with the pointed beard, so well
known to the judiciary of seven States,
moved uneasily and gave utterance to a
half grunt, part sigh and exclamation
“What’s

the

matter

now

?”

I know from your tone that you have
thought of some interesting experience,”
he pleaded, changing his tactics.
“It’s nothing of any note.
The princi¬
pal characters excepting myself have
strutted their hour upon the stage of life
and are no more.
One of them, in fact
the chief one, has long since committed
is.

suicide.

Otherwise

growled

the old soldier.

“Oh, nothing, Colonel,” he replied,
looking slyly at his companion, whose
dominant vice was curiosity.
“Come on, Judge. Tell me what it

I

would

not

told you so much as you already
continued the lawyer pensively.

have

know,”-

Squirming in his seat the Colonel
peered inquiringly about until his eyes
fell upon the table between them.
Then
his face lit up with mingled amusement
and satisfaction.
“Mix the water and sugar,

Judge, while
We
are getting old, you know, and one more
won’t hurt us, anyway.”
Thus addressed, the lawyer unfolded
I

get the mint from the ice-chest.

himself

from

of the great

that startled the staid silence.

97
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the

comfortable

recesses

chair, and having carefully
pulled the little stand between his legs,
poured water, a very little ’tis true, into
each of two glasses, then dropping two
lumps of sugar in each, proceeded to
aid it dissolve by pounding them up with
a
cedar pestle.
Soon the other joined

98
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him, coming sprylv through the swing¬

ing door with his nose imbedded in a
'large bouquet of fragrant mint.
^By guarr! Jim, but this is great,” he
"exclaimed, smacking his lips.
The mixer said not a word, only ap¬
provingly worked his jaws and dam¬
pened his lips with his tongue. At a
nod the Colonel held out the fragrant
bunch and his companion, plucking the
top and heart out of several healthy stems,
mashed them carefully with sugar and
water,
meated

so

that the odor and flavor per¬
whole.
Then he added a

the

JOURNAL.

his tongue

loosened and glib, laid heavily
backwards, placed his elbows on the arms
of his chair, at the same time intertwined
his fingers and placing them under his
chin

as

rest,

a

gazed into the fire and

began:
“Do

believe in bi-location?” he

you

asked.

“What’s

that?”

inquired the other,

frowning.
“Do

you

think that

a

body

can

be

present in two places at one and the
same time?”
“No ! do you ?” Then suddenly chang¬
ing his expression; “Now look here,
Judge, no fooling! You're getting too

goodly potion of mellow old liquor and,
filling the glasses with cracked ice, stuck
long slender stalks of the pungent weed
into each as a nosegay.
This operation
completed, he slyly handed one to his
companion.
Both settled back among the leather

afraid to tell you just what did happen;
for now that I begin to give expression
to the experience in words, it is almost

cushions, and for

too

could be heard

some

minutes all that

gentle ringing of
spoons, satisfied sighs, and an extended
smacking of the lips as if the sippers
tried to taste as long as possible each
preceding draught.
“Ah-h-h-h,”
grunted the
Colonel,
Hand me a cigar, you
“that was fine.
are nearer

was

a

them than I.”

His wish

thin veil of sweet
wending its way
upwards, while the outside rifts caught in
the draught were sucked in disorderly
streamers up the gaping chimney.
“Now, Judge,” urged his friend, “let’s
have that little story.
It’s a fine night
for it, with the driving snow and howling
wind outside, and the dull glowing fire,
a mint
julep and black cigars within.”
The other feeling a healthy glow
permeating his old bones, and finding
blue smoke

gratified,
was

a

soon

old for that.”

“I’m not

fooling.

In fact, I

am

almost

strange to demand credence. How¬
I shall give you the sequence of

ever,

just as they happened, and then
don’t believe in bi-location, I hope
you will try and give me some natural
explanation.”
For a moment nothing was said. The
crackling of the sparks and the roaring
events

if you

of the wind alone broke the dull silence.

Then

someone

cleared his throat, and the

old soldier cocked his ears, for he knew
that his companion was on the eve of

commencing.
“It all happened,” musingly began the
aged attorney, “in the early ’70s, shortly
after I took up the practice of law and
while you were busily engaged hunting
down renegade Indians in the West.
There was quite a jolly crowd of us that
chummed together at the time, and the
old people used to shake their heads, as

GEORGETOWN

only
we

we

COLLEGE

old people

would

ever

can, and wonder if
settle down.
Among

This, Colonel,
and lacks

other

things, there existed a poker club,
consisting of Alex. Sraper, Johnny
Scrittle, Oscar Halmode, Frank Scott,
little Harry Draper and myself, which
met every Saturday night and, I am
ashamed to say, sometimes continued
well into the next morning.
Our

social

functions, as we called
them, alternated between the residences
of the six of us, so that every week we

gathered in
“We

different locality.

a

called us
mistake, but
the most unique of all was Oscar Hal¬
mode.
At college he performed the
craziest pranks and there were many
whispered tales of his midnight esca¬
pades. By way of elucidation, I will
were

a

queer

wild, although that

enumerate

one

lot,

some

was a

incident that I remember

distinctly. One evening, towards mid¬
night, while old Professor Nowite was
making out his examination papers in
the privacy of his office, he had a pre¬
monition that someone was looking over
his shoulder.
Glancing up, he beheld
Halmode standing behind him.
The old
fellow, by nature hot-headed, jumped up
to upbraid the intruder, but lo! there
was no one to be seen.
The poor Prof,
thought he was seeing things, and con¬
sulted a physician, who told him to take
a rest, as he had been working too hard.
The strangest part of it all is this:
Several days before the finals, Halmode
gave us his ‘dope’ on the
seemed so reasonable that

'exams/ which
we

his instructions with such
that it
decide

was
on

a

dilemma for

all followed

good results
the faculty to

whom to bestow the honors.
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!”

you must

admit is strange

natural solution.

a

“Go

on

To

return,

was

the

gruff

response.

then, to my story, it is
necessary to state that on the night all
these strange things occurred, Halmode
invited us all to his apartment for our
usual week-end session.

In due time

we

all

straggled in, and soon the play began
the green-covered table.
Halmode was very nervous and pre¬
occupied and played with such careless
abandon that before a great while he
was irretrievably behind.
Notwithstanding our host’s dumbness
and indifference, we played earnestly, like
men who loved the game, and I guess we
did.
During the proceedings Halmode
asked me to change a blue chip for him,
and gladly doing so, I unintentionally
short-changed him. Counting the little
stack, he called my attention to the error.
Asking his pardon, I threw a white chip,
the difference, on the table thinking it
across

would

slide

over

to

him.

struck the smooth surface of
card

Instead

it

upturned
and, bounding quickly, appeared to
an

strike Halmode at about his second vest
button.

Imagine

my

surprise, and I

may

well call it terror, when I saw the

chip
disappear within him, as it were, and
heard it hit with a sharp click upon the
wall behind and fall clattering and rolling
to the floor.

I sprang up

place. My sensa¬
depicted on my
face, for opposite me my friend smiled re¬
assuringly, and, reaching down at his
feet, placed the missing chip on the table

tions

must

in

have

my

been

beside him.

‘What’s
several.

the matter, Jimmy?’ asked
‘Started the Christmas celebra-
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early, eh ?’ Oh! It’s .that Scotch/
another, ‘it’s too much for him.’

added

This last was a blow at my pride, for
praised myself at the time on my capac¬
ity, and resented the insinuations with
a
scowl, at which the offenders only
laughed.
Nevertheless I felt queer.
Something oppressed me. The very
atmosphere seemed heavy and surcharg¬
I

ed with disaster.

Some way or another I linked

Halfeelings and con¬
warily.
To this
day I believe the man thought I was
suspicious of him, and it is a dead cer¬
tainty that he tried to hypnotize me.
In this, he partially succeeded, and I
continued to gaze at him with an eye
that was heavy and rendered half blind
by a dancing mist.
mode with my strange
tinued to watch him

The time passed slowly for me, but
the others with

little

liquid encourage¬
managed to keep lively enough.
must have been near midnight when
a

ment

It

I beheld with horror

a

most fiendish and

exulting expression distort and contract
the dark
of

and

features of the

man

in

front

His

blazing eyes, his half-opened
rigidly set mouth, his shining cruelly

me.

white teeth, and his outstretched head and
neck could not but remind one of a

crouching tiger ready to spring
helpless prey.

on

its

Our four companions were busily en¬
gaged boosting each other in a highly
exciting hand, while I continued to gaze
across
the table half consciously and
thoroughly fascinated. Halmode’s breath
came
quickly and in short gasps. His

head and shoulders trembled
vulsed

by

a

as

if

con¬

strong current of electricity.

while his

parted lips, grinding teeth and
flaming eyes appeared to me a complete
picture of a lunatic with the murder lust
upon him.
As

stared

I

his head

dashed backwards

by

On his forehead

blow'.
to

as

appear,

a

suddenly
unexpected
red welt began
was

an

from which large crimson

drops slowly oozing forth trickled down
into his eyes.
The look of exultation and
hate on his face rapidly changed to that

of

as suddenly to
warning he fell
heavily forward, his forehead striking
squarely upon the sharp edge of the table

surprise, and then
Without

terror.

any

before him.
All of this rruust have

transpired in less
was on the
point of raking in the proceeds of his
full-house with a few gloating remarks
to his less fortunate, rivals, when the
apparent accident occurred.
The five of us, rushing to his side
lifted him from the floor, to which he had
fallen and placed him at full length upon
the lounge in the corner by the window.
He seemed utterly unconscious and as
limp as this sprig of wilted mint. While
the others were bathing his swelling brow
with cold water and administering whisky
to his parted lips, I drew a little apart
and pulling out my watch glanced at the
dial.
It was then exactly 12.15 A. M.,
a little later, than I had supposed, but a
than

a

minute, for Draper

matter of

no

consequence.

on, until after a
considerable amount of time and energy
had been consumed, the injured man

And

so

things went

rapidly revived, and with a hunted and
expression in his flashing eyes,
was up
and away through the door before
anyone could attempt to halt him.
terrified
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reached the exit he
flights of stairs and
disappeared into the darkness without.
We all followed, scattering in different
directions, but not a trace of the missing
By the time

we

had descended two

man

could

time

we

we

find.

In about

an

reassembled at the house

hour’s
we

had

but threw it aside almost as quickly.
Then I filled my pipe and sat down puf¬

fing feverishly the while,
Something

most convenient.

so

do nothing

unless
we warn the police.
But that’s hardly
necessary.
He will come back alright;
so let’s
get home and to roost,’ said

Then the telephone on my
out

now

good advice and we follow¬
wending our various ways sleepi¬
ly homewards, but it was long after re¬
tiring that I was able to sleep. Halmode,
his murderous looks, the disappearing
chip, the intangible blow and swelling
on his forehead, all kept me excited and
wrought up to the highest pitch.

desk rang
jumping

near

jerking the receiver

‘Is that Mr. Beck?’ demanded

gruff

a

voice.
‘Yes!’ I

replied.
jail.’
give a hang.

‘This is the
‘I

was

have been imagination,
I don’t think it was, but when I opened
my eyes shortly after daylight on awaken¬
ing from one of my fitful dozes, Hal¬
mode was standing rigidly at my bed¬
side with a great welt on his forehead
and with a long knife dyed crimson
with blood in his right hand.
Perhaps it

don’t

What do

you

an involuntary scream and.
drew violently away from the
dreadful sight, but there before my very

up,

the

man

affrighted, I

vanished.

Shaken

and

and dressed just as the
began to peep in at
At first I picked up a book

arose

late midwinter

window.

‘A friend of yours

charged
you

sun

can

is imprisoned here
with murder and says that
clear him.’

‘Who is it?’
‘He gave us

his

name as

Oscar Hal¬

mode.’
‘Who did he murder?’
‘Old

John Stokes.’

man

‘What?

may

I uttered

my

came

want ?’

ed it,

face

sharply that I
of my skin.

‘Hello!’ I shouted,

another.

starting

gave
the table.

from the hook.

suggested Draper.

This

had happened to my
was beyond me.
it up and threw my pipe

queer

Finally I
on

we can

thing I rarely

.friend, but to fathom it

suddenly left, and sat or lounged about
on chairs, tables or anything that was

‘Well,

a

do before breakfast.

so

‘He’s gone clean nutty,’ drawled Scott.
‘I think it’s just a plain, every-day fit/
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The old miser?’

‘The same.’
‘What time did the crime occur?’

‘Shortly before midnight last evening.’
‘Impossible!’ I cried, all excitement, ‘I
was with him until after midnight!’
‘You say you were? Well, you’ll have
a hard time convincing anyone of that.’
‘We’ll see,’ I yelled, ‘we’ll see.
Good
bye.’
By this time it
I washed
of

coffee,

slapped

a

hot

hustled

on my

would take

was

me

eight o’clock,

roll down

into

my

a

so
cup

overcoat,

swung a car that
the prison.
Dread-

hat and
near

with

.
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fully impatient, I nagged the conductor
a fit of swearing and had all the rear
platform passengers scowling, when I
jumped off at Clarke Street. Leaving
here I winded through and across several
narrow, squalid and evil-smelling lanes
until I brought up at last before the mas¬
sive steel-barred enclosure.
Entering I
went to the police court, but the day being
Sunday, no judge presided; so I told my
story to the sergeant at the desk. He
gazed at me with mingled surprise and
toleration, and anyone could perceive that
into

he did not believe

a

word I said.

Finally I began to get angry.
‘Don’t you believe me?’ I blazed.
‘Don’t

excited, young man,'
‘When you’ve
been in this business as long as I, you
become

warned

the

have to be

old

on

officer.

the look out for all kinds

of crooks.’

Although this
I

was

was

not very flattering,

somewhat mollified.

‘Excuse me,’ I said, ‘but I know for
a

fact that this arrest is

can

prove

a

mistake and

it.’

‘Well, young fellow, you can most
likely have the preliminary hearing to¬
morrow
morning at ten o’clock, at the
district

attorney’s private office if you
trouble to arrange it.
Then,
if you can prove your friend guiltless he
will be released, but he was all but caught
red-handed in the act of stabbing old
take

man

the

Stokes.’

‘It’s all

a

mistake.

I know it is. To¬

shall see,

good bye !’ I said,
saluting and nodding my head.
‘Good bye! young fellow,’ he replied

morrow we

with

a

half

smile.

The rest of the
one

for

me.

morning

I hustled

was a

all of the

busv
jolly

crowd

JOURNAL.
had

that

the

night before
receiving
as thanks many a sleepy word I could
not resent; and getting them together
in my rooms, explained the situation to

out

of bed

one

met

after another,

them.

They

suprised, not to say indig¬
proclaiming oui
companion’s innocence. We talked the
matter over as calmly as possible, but
I was careful not to mention any of my
peculiar observations of the preceding
night, if not for the good of my friend,
to keep myself from the ridicule that I
knew would surely result. I reasoned
that it would do no good either one way
or
another, so why not let the matter
were

nant, and were loud in

rest

as

The

it

was.

afternoon

was

well

advanced

when my

visitors took their leave. All
agreed to appear at the district attor¬
ney’s office at ten o’clock the next morn¬
ing if I could arrange a preliminary
hearing for that time. Alone, I sank
back into the

recesses

of

a

morris chair

and lit up a pipe.
I was in a quandary,
and for some time the unattached events

of the

last

twenty-four hours whirled
puzzled brain.
Then things began gradually to assume
an order.
The event of the poker chip
disappearing so quickly when it struck
my
companion’s body occurred, as I
figured it out, about twenty-five minutes
before midnight. An old principle I
had once studied suddenly came back
in chaotic confusion in my

to

me.

of

What if this

man

had the power

bi-locating himself? If so, his body
have been apparently with a
party of friends, although in reality it
was not substantially present.
The mys¬
terious passage of the missle through
could

GEORGETOWN
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body could be accounted for by this
He could have been substanti¬

means.

ally

some

where else,

even

bent

upon

murder, while, to all appearances, he was

quietly playing cards with
congenial acquaintances.

a

number of
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Mr. Harris, the attorney.
He was a
large, handsome man, with a reputation
of being eminently just and fair to all.
He asked for our testimony, and I told
how

the

accused

had

man

been

with

the whole

the theory that he was
bi-located, it must have been within fifteen

evening until after mid¬
night, and then how he had fainted, and
reviving, how he was dazed and ran away

minutes to twelve when his face assumed

from

Following

us

up

its

frightful mask of hate and ferocity,
the police officer
place. The welt
which appeared so suddenly and without
any visible cause must have been the last

the very time at which
told me the crime took

effort of the murdered

man

before he

was

overcome.

This

Halmode could
in
two places at the same time.
He had
played cards with us, and while doing so
had killed a man in a different locality. I
knew this was very queer and would re¬
ceive no credence from anyone, but ad¬
mitting the possibility of my hypothesis,
it was not wholly impossible.
Finally I concluded to keep these de¬
ductions to myself.
They couldn’t do
anyone any good and might induce my
friends to place me in a sanitarium.
This
was

my

solution.

bi-locate himself; that is, he could be

resolution afforded

me

some

relief after

strenuous day, so I made the neces¬
arrangements for the next day, and
spent a pleasant evening visiting.

my

sary

Promptly at the appointed hour,

our

little band of witnesses assembled in the
anteroom to the district

attorney’s office.
policemen were lounging in one
corner speaking in a hushed tone, now
and again nodding, towards us.
Following a brief delay a clerk beckon¬
ing us to follow, ushered our party before
Several

us.

This

simple recitation of the facts in
had a very perceptible effect,
and the whole story was taken down in
shorthand by the official stenographer.
Then we all solemnly swore that it was
after midnight when our companion had
rushed from us and disappeared into the
night. We had hardly finished taking
the oaths when the prisoner was brought
in.
He was pale- and haggard with an
ugly bruise upon his forehead. His
story was substantially the same as ours.
the

case

He claimed that he had

no

recollection

of

leaving his companions so abruptly
last Saturday evening, and that when he
did become conscious some impending
dread and terror urged him onward until,
rushing under an arc light, he suddenly
saw a

dishevelled, wild-looking

man

with

bloody dagger in his hand staggering
him. Before he could dodge they
collided and went rolling together on the
hard pavement near the mouth of a large
sewer.
On recovering he was in jail
charged with the murder of someone he
never saw, with a bloody dagger tightly
held in his grasp.
He suggested that
he must have come into possession of
the weapon on falling to the ground while
the real culprit must have escaped by
sliding into the sewer.
a

upon

Harris

was

all

but

convinced.

evidence combined with that of the

Our
ac-
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large rubicund cheeked policeman

a

was

called in.

‘Tell
before

Culberson, what

me

about the

murder

on

your

you know
beat night

last,” questioned the attorney.

“Well, sir, it was just like this. I was
walking slowly down Rawson Street
near midnight when I heard a piercing
in old

scream

man

Stokes’ house.

I

rushed up to

the door and tried to open
it, but it held fast. Then I heard deep
groans over

to my right, which I after¬

wards learned

came

dent’s bedroom.

from the lone resi¬

Directed

by the hollow
shutter and then
the butt end o?
my revolver and climbed in.
I could
see
nothing, but heard the labored gasp¬
ing and gurgling of someone over in the
sounds I broke open the
the window pane with

Then

corner.

even

that ceased with

a

and I knew that whoever
it was had died.
There was nothing to
be detected except my own breathing and
that began to become shaky.
Fearing
lest someone might be concealed in the
darkness, I called out again and again,
and began feeling my way along the wall.
Mv cries elicited no response and my
nerve began to go.
Everything was so
quiet, so terrible, and so uncanny.
Finally my fingers closed on something. I
gave it a twist and the room was flooded
with light.
At the same instant a man
sprang out from behind a curtain.
I
thought it was the devil himself, He
threw out his arms at me with the bloody
dagger in his hand, and let out such a
choking

gasp,

.

shriek

as

I

never

heard

before.

His
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hair was standing up, His eyes shot out
sparks at me. 1 shot directly at him. He
only' yelled again and rushed at me with
the knife. I couldn’t help it, your honor.
That was too much. I dropped my gun
and jumped through the window with
him right behind me.
He cleared the
porch railing at a bound and ran down the
street towards the city.
I began to get
ashamed of myself now and tried to
follow, but having dropped my gun, I
trusted to overtake him.

A crowd

was

beginning to collect and joined in the
chase, but

never had a chance to
for he could have beaten a
horge.
In a few blocks he turned a
corner, and when we got there, he was
nowhere to be seen. Schnaider got him

we

catch him,

though.
down

on

He ran right into
Whitehall Street.

his

arms

‘Bring the prisoner in,’ demanded his
honor.

Again

our

friend

was

The officer uttered

us.

‘Is

that

the

man,

a

brought before
low cry.

Culberson?’ asked

the attorney.
‘I don’t know,’ he answered in evident
distress.
‘He looks like him, and then he
don’t.’
‘You’ve made
affair.

a

nice blunder of this

I’ll recommend another beat for

far out in the suburbs. You
now,’ said the questioner severely
The rebuked officer slunk quietly from

you, one
can

go

the

room.

‘Call
man

in

Schnaider!’

commanded the

at the desk.

‘What do you
he demanded

know about this thing?’
testily, as a stout, chesty

officer made his salute.
‘It

was

standing

like this, your honor.
on

Whitehall Street

I

near

was

the
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of

Alabama, looking over at the
wondering how much money
there was in the world, when something
on my left caused me to turn
in that
corner

bank and

What I

direction.

and rub my eyes.
like mad down the

saw

A

made

man

me

was

middle of

start

racing
the

car

tracks with his eyes

ablaze, his hair fly¬
ing and his arms and legs working like
pistons on an engine. Although he wore
shoes, he made not even the slightest
noise. He gave me the creeps, just like
I had when my grandma sat up in her
coffin when I was a little boy, but I
thought I had better stop him if I could.
I jumped out right before him and called
to

him to halt.

for

He didn’t slow up or

try to avoid me, but came straight

even

swinging his arms. I stepped
and swung at him with my club.

me

aside

The blow
don’t

was

land, I

was

overbalanced and almost fell.

When I had recovered

sufficiently to look
again, he was still flying onwards, neither
glancing to the right nor left, nor did he
seem to know that I had attempted to
intercept him. I followed just as another
man came dashing around the
corner, and
started running towards me in the same
manner as the first.
I was so surprised
that I stopped short and gazed.
At first
T thought both were one and the same,
for they were as similar as two peas.
Without appearing to see one another,
they ran together and went down in a
heap. With my hair almost standing
erect, I rushed to the scene of the col¬
lision, but there was only one lying
prostrate on the ground. In his right

tightly held

hauled

him

person.

there

no

was

be found.

bloody knife, and
a
suspicious and
Search as we would
a

for

in

dangerous

trace of the other

to

man

He had

disappeared as com¬
pletely as if he had faded into thin air.
The one we captured, however, must have
stabbed him or someone else, for the knife
was
dripping with fresh blood. How
he got the weapon I don’t know, for
the man that passed me didn’t have one,
nor did the other, as far as I could see.
That is all I know, sir, but it’s a mighty
funny business to me.’
‘Do you think the other man could

have

concealed

himself

in

the

until

sewer,

down?’

everything had
suggested the lawyer.

corner

quieted

The officer turned red and appeared
ill-at-ease.
‘Answer

aimed for his head, and I

how I missed.

My stick seemed
to go straight through him without touch¬
ing anything. My blow having failed to
see

hand he
I
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me

!’ commanded Harris.

‘It

might be possible', sir, but I was
looking all the time. I was so sure that
he had not that I never thought of look¬
ing there.’
‘You, too, are a blunderer,’ began the
at

man

the

murdered out

desk.
on

‘An

old

man

was

Rawson Street with

a

This officer broke

policeman within call.

into the house and found the murderer,
but was frightened out of his wits because
the villian didn’t lie down and
like

a

the

lamb.

give

up

The criminal then escaped

and

mile

collided
temporarily
deranged from an accidental blow on the
head.
They both rolled in the gutter,
the guilty party scrambling down into
a sewer,
while you arrested the wrong
man, who, in his struggle had grasped
the incriminating knife.
Now, this inno¬
cent gentleman has spent a night in jail
on

run,

with another

man

a

who

away

was
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dastardly crime, which

was

committed at the

in

distant part

same

time that he,

of the city was entertain¬
ing friends in his own house. Did any¬
a

one

ever

You

can

see

go

Schnaider,

such

a

series of blunders?

now,’ he said to the abashed
he pointed to the door.

as

Left alone with us, Mr. Harris turned
with a satisfied air to the late captive and
said:—‘It is unnecessary to say that I
am

very

You

are

this mistake occurred.
liberty to go with your

sorry
at

friends.’

chance

these

brief

remarks

we

were

courteously shown from the office back
again to the anteroom, where every¬
one
excepting myself crowded around
and congratulated the released man, who
was so weak that he could hardly stand
alone.

on

and told

good since the late strain he had under¬
gone.
‘A change

will do

He seemed

quizzically,
he

Culberson, the officer who had entered

intercepted the murderer,
gasped in amazement and started forward
with outstretched

arm

as

if to detain us,

reluctantly changing his mind, drew

back.

‘Yes!’ he said, with a peculiar twitch¬
ing of the muscles about the corners of
his mouth that resembled a smile, ‘it is
as you say!'
We parted there and the circum¬

days afterwards before
Halmode again.
We met by

which

next met

we

caused

hair to begin to turn gray. It was
most horrible experience I ever en¬

The old

by the fireside had ceased,
the flickering
light thrown off by the dying fire.
“Is that all ?” asked the Colonel, impa¬
tiently'.
“It's the end of this story.”
“I thought you said the chief char¬
man

but continued to gaze at

acter committed

suicide.”

“So he did, but that’s another story.

But, by the

Colonel, what do

way,

you

think of bi-location?”

“That’s another
old

was

suprised and looked at me
man eyes another
just how much he

knows about him.

countered.”

the house and

good after your

as one
wonders

the

crime.

you

I might say lucky, escape, last
week!’ I ventured, in parting.
narrow,

omission, and I thought that Halmode

saw

that he

stances under

Passing out we beheld the two repri ¬
manded policemen standing sheepishly
together. They glanced with a scowl at
the released prisoner, whose face when
he perceived them took on much the same
expression T had seen the night of the

I had rendered him

was going to travel
awhile for his health, which had not bee.i

himself had overlooked it.

I

me

me

my

It

me

At the club, he thanked

for the assistance

In the confusion, no one noticed my

but

the street, and lie asked

luncheon.

to

when

With
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soldier,

as

he

story,” growled the

arose

to leave.

some

Hughes Spalding, ’08.
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PEGGY

My Peggy is

loving lass,
charms ;
Indeed, I’d give a treasure could
a

A maid of many

I hold her in my arms.

My chances for the pretty maid
I surely minimize,
As I can’t talk when I but peep
Into sweet Peggy’s eyes.
And winsome

All

woe

Peggy’s clever, too,

she’ll ostracize ;

My loving heart is filled with joy
From one of Peggy’s sighs.
\

Put

For

Peggy’s not for me, my lad,
E’en though she’s such a prize
Peggy weighs 250 lbs.,

;

I do not like her size.

Law, ’08.

A NOCTURNAL IDYL

Lo, night, how soft thy curtain of repose
Falls o’er

a

wearied world ;

What blessedness the sad

day’s close
Brings to the aching heart.

How sweet to tired limbs the breath of
Parts

an

assuasive

While with the

day all care takes flight
reigns supreme.

And Somnus

night

balm,
Law, ’10.
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The Singer
and the King

The

King lay sorely ill, and the hand
was heavy upon him.
Vainly
did the leeches and chirurgeons seek to
relieve his malady, and they were sadly
perplexed, although some of them were
of death

famous

men

from

seemed indeed

far-off lands,

and it

if the monarch’s

worshiped the gods of their ancestors,
they might help the King.
Now on the ninth day of the King’s
sickness, there rode up to the castle gate
a knight,
dressed as were the minstrel
knights of the Southland, all in dark ar¬
that

but instead of

lance there

days
market-place, the
citizens, ceasing from labor and trade,
gathered in quiet groups, discussing the
King’s sickness, discouraged at the evil

mor,

reports which came down from the castle,
for they loved their good King, whose

before the echoes of the horn had died

were

numbered.

as
•

In the

mild and gentle, while he had
subdued the country’s enemies and made
peace in the land, and their lives were
happy. Up above, in the castle, the
guards paced silently, and the clang of
trumpets and command of warder were
hushed, for fear of disturbing him who
lay silent in an upper room of the keep.
And day and night the Queen kept watch
near him, waiting
for some sign or some
word of encouragement from the leeches,
for she had promised a priceless reward
to him who might heal the King of his
sickness, but they brought her no good
report. In the meantime, the people as¬
sembled in their temple to sacrifice to
Woden and Ereya and Thor, for they
reign

was

harp slung

a

was a

his shoulder; and his
morion was down, that none might see
his face.
Checking his steed before the
gate, he blew a blast upon his horn. And
on

away the warder of
and called in a low

the gate came hastily
voice, as if he were

afraid:

‘‘Sound not thy blast so loudly, Sir
Knight. Knowest thou not that our Lord
is nigh unto his death, and may not bear
to hear such great noise?”
“Nay, be not so hasty,” answered the
Knight, “for I have known of thy King’s
malady, and have ridden fast and far to
this place, for if I may, I will heal him.
Give
me
therefore
admittance, Sir
Warder.”
On

hearing these words the guards

derided him, saving, “Who art thou, that
cans’t cure him, where the leeches have

failed, and the wise
Go

thy

way,

men

and

Sir Minstrel!”

soothsayers’
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The stranger gazed pityingly upon
for a minute, having now raised

Queen, who was angry, and sought of
the steward to know what fellow it was

him
his
visor, and revealed a grave and sweetly
majestic countenance. Then he turned
to the Queen, and bade herself and the

presumed to disobey her command that

officers in

answer

them,
blow another and louder blast
upon his horn.
This was heard by the
save

there

should

while the

be

silence

King lay ill.

in

the

castle

So the steward

told her, that a knight was below, who
said he could heal the King, and on

hearing his words the soldiers had mock¬
ed him.
The Queen thought long and
deeply, and at last ordered the knight tc
be brought before her.
Then the steward, with his staff and

chain, went out to receive the stranger,
and led him
ridor

and

through courtyard and
antechamber

to

where

cor¬

the

Queen waited, just without the door of
the King’s chamber.
“Lady,” he addressed her, falling on
one
knee, but not raising his visor,
“Grant
I

swear

but

me

one

hour this dav, and

thee

to

and skv that

by the Afaker of stars
thy Lord shall rise from his

couch at the end of that

shall be ill

no

hour, and he

more.”

“Thou speakest strangely, Sir,” re¬
plied the Queen, “But thou shalt have
the trial which thou dost ask, and if
indeed thou cans’t restore my Lord to
health, name thy reward, and I promise
thee by the spear of Woden it shall be
thine.”
So

saying, she bade the steward throw
the door of the King’s room, and
she led the stranger to the couch where,
attended by his most faithful servants,
lay the dying monarch. No word could
he speak, and his pale and drawn features
open

showed

that

he

had

suffered

much.

a

low voice to leave the

and to return thither in

an

room

hour’s time,

telling them at the same time to prepare
great feast for the morrow, and to
summon all the King’s vassals to
do him
honor and homage, as befitted such a
mighty lord. And as the stranger
spoke, he seemed to grow in stateliness
and power, and there was that in his eyes
which made men obey him without
thought or question.
And when all had slowly filed out of
the room, the stranger laid his hand on
the King’s brow, and said to him, “Be
comforted, O King; thou shalt rise up
from this couch of pain, for there is yet
a

more

work for thee to do in this world.

Let peace be in thy heart, for thou
been a valiant and a virtuous king,

has
and

thy reward is at hand.”
Then taking up his harp and sweeping
its chords, he began to chant a song of
strange and wonderful things, of mingled
joy and sadness, of darkness and of light.
He sang of a wondrous night in the long
ago, when the shepherds watching their
flocks on far-away eastern hills were
awed and frightened by a mystic light,
whose sweet radiance first glowed in the
eastern sky, and spreading, ever spread¬
ing, flooded all the heavens with bright¬
ness, and this light came from a glori¬
ous star, the like of which men have never
before or since, which rose, it
seen
seemed, like a wonderful flower of silver
light. And while they watched the splen¬
did star, the shepherds, wonder-stricken
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and doubtful of what

they should do, saw
tiers upon tiers
glorious beyond
words, sweeping through the heavens en¬
veloped in the same gleaming whiteness.
And they fell down upon their faces in
fear, for they knew that something
Ivas to happen which it was not given to
them to understand.
And then suddenly
they heard a voice unutterably sweet
and melodious singing a hymn of praise
millions upon millions,
of floating forms, faces

and love, and then another and another
and still another, until all that mighty

galaxy burst forth as with a single voice,
while the mighty volumes of song rolled
onwards, echoing and re-echoing in
thunderous peals, until it seemed that the
very skydome would split with pent-up
song.

Then each of them heard still another
voice

speaking

near

at hand, which told

them not to fear but to follow the star.

They obeyed the voice, there being

now

more fear in their hearts, and follow¬
ing the great light and the voices of the
singers, they presently came to a mean
and lowly little hut, where some gentle

no

kine

were

stabled, and from the door of

the hut there shone another great light,
and the shepherds heard other sweet

singers, and there seemed to be all
ner

of

instruments

blended

with

man¬

their

viols, psalteries and
harps. Now the voices bade the shep¬
herds enter the little hut, and as they
did so they saw within a band of glori¬
ous Seraphim of
mighty stature clad in
wonderful armor, and bearing swords of
living flame. Many thousands of these
song,

trumpets,

JOURNAL.

magnificent than the most regal
But as the shepherd entered, the
ranks of the Seraphim parted, and the
shepherds saw Him over whom they were
guarding. And behold, all that they saw
was but a tiny babe wrapped in swaddling
bands and lying on a little straw in a
manger, and who smiled up at the light
reflected from the armor of the Seraphim.
more

palace.

Thus sang the stranger, and pausing
for

of another scene,
overlooking a great city,
whereon was gathered a vast multitude,
shouting and crying for blood. “I saw a
cross upon the hill,” chanted the singer,
“and upon the cross hung the figure of
a
man in his agony.
And as I looked
he lifted up His eyes and cried out with
a loud voice, then His head fell upon His
Of

moment sang

a

a

mountain

breast and moved
instance all

forth from their tombs, terrible to see,
old

with

shrivelled, ghastly faces,
children, youths smitten in their

men

women,

prime, who

ran

about rending the air

with their lamentations, as if mourning
for Him who had just died. And long
after came those who took Him down
from the cross, and

wrapping Him with
spices in a windingshroud,
away in a tomb.

myrrh and
laid Him

“At dawn I
the mouth

vaster and

night,

the hillside (for it was a place
burial) opened, and the dead came

of

rank, for the walls of the little hut seemed
was

as

graves on

it

have receded until it

And at that

the earth rocked and trembled, and the
multitude fled afar in dread. Then the

radiant warriors there were, rank upon
to

no more.

things became black

was

saw the tomb again, but
the stone that had closed
of it having been moved aside,
was a great light shining out

open,

and there

GEORGETOWN
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clothed in
the stone.
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saw

a
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young mail

white garment sitting upon
I asked him, where is He

they laid in the tomb? But the
young man answered, He is risen up
from the dead, he has walked through
the dark valley and has come up into
the light again, and he hath put aside
the hand of death.
But be of joy for
that

death is

no more

the lord of men’s souls.

Blessed be He that has

conquered death

and sin.”
“But

King,” continued the stranger,
glad and rejoice, for
thy weakness shalt leave thee, and thou
shalt walk abroad, but bide yet awhile,
for this is what I have

come

from afar

off to make known to thee.
that the

man

and who

rose

who

was

I say to thee
laid in the tomb

therefrom, whom I saw
dying on the cross upon the dark hill. He
was the babe whom the
Seraphim had
guarded in the stable, for whom the sweet
singers sang, and whom the lowly shep¬
herds, led by the light of the star, fell
up

down and adored.

And this I tell thee,

and thou shalt believe and be
babe and the

man

was

glad: the

the Son of God

who made thee and me, and who made
the oceans, the

sky, the tempests and the
And his Son, the babe,

great mountains.

into this world and lived and suf¬

fered and died, that thou, O King,
all the children of men might live
ever.

Christmastide, and that child, the Prince
of heaven and

earth has

sent

me

now

Arise, leave thy coucht
forth and tell this tale as I have
told it to thee, to all thy court, and bid
them announce it to thy people, and thou
and all thy nation shall be blessed.
He
whom we serve has granted thee this
boon, because of thy blameless and up¬
right life. Do as I have said, and peace

to

greet thee.

and go

will be with thee !

Farewell.”

So

“I tell thee to be

came

ill
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For

having loved His

own

and
for¬
who

speaking, the stranger laid his hand
upon the sick man’s brow, and for a
second bent upon him a look full of
majesty and sweetness. Then he was
gone, and the King saw him no more,
nor did any other man.
But the King’s
malady had now left him, and rising from
his couch, he knelt for a moment giving
thanks to the God in whom he

lieved, and to the wonderful babe whom

warrior-angels had adored, and whose
being. Then rising he
went out to greet his court and vassals
who filled the air with shouts of joy at
seeing their King. Quickly the tidings
spread to the warders on the walls, and
thence to the people outside.
Every
moment like wildfire, the joyful news was
spread to the most distant portions of the
kingdom. But the King bade the
shouters to be still, and raising his voice
love filled all his

told them the tale, even as the stranger
had told it.
And hearing him they be¬

lieved, and when he
whole court,

adore and serve,
of thy fathers,

putting aside the gods
the false Woden, and
Freya, and Thor. Know that on this day
the annointed babe, the Christ, was born

and

into the world, wherefore

do to

men

call it

be¬

the

in the world, He loves them even
unto the end.
Him thou wilt henceforth
were

now

was

finished, the

lifting us their voices, cried,
“Lord, King, we will follow thee, and we
our

children and

our

children’s chil¬

dren shall believe in Him who has made

thee whole!”
whole

So

they believed, and the
kingdom with them, and so they
this day.
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This is the

legend of King John of
was healed of a sickness
a Christmas day long ago by the hand
an angel, and who with all his people

Flavonia, who
on

of

came

to

in

a

of

men.

know the Babe who

was

bom

stable, and who lived for the love

the old

And every Christmas-morning
and women of that kingdom

men

JOURNAL.

singer whom men never saw again, but
whom they believe to have been Azrael,
the Angel of Death, who had asked this
boon of the Babe of Christmas, that for
this once he might be the bearer of a
message, not of death, but of life, and the
Babe granted his prayer.
So may

He grant all of

ours.

tell the children
tale

of

the

gathered about them the
good King and the gentle

F.

J. Hartnett, ’09.
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TRIOLET
She

passed beneath the mistletoe,
Oh ! joy for me! I was her beau !
I could not possibly say “ No.”
She passed beneath the mistletoe,
I turned in time to

him go ;

see

Since then I’ve learned that /
She

"

1

slow.

passed beneath the mistletoe,
Alas, for me ! I was her beau !

Y

II

was

D.

’08

mi

.

Pauca Memorabilia

"Facetiae quaedam

only reasonable to suppose that in
atmosphere which of
native right environs a college in course
of years many flashes of wit would dart
across the institution’s firmament, which
yet for lack of the “chiel amang” to take
note and print them, would necessarily
be lost to posterity.
Some few of such
flashes Robin Ruff presumes to offer the
readers of Thl Journal. Paradoxically
enough, most of those that linger in
memory proceeded from a much-esteemed
professor of his day, Rev. James Clark,
a
graduate of West Point, who after his
It is

the

intellectual

conversion

to

the

Catholic

changed service in the

army

faith

ex¬

under the

Georgiopolitanae”
Stars and
for
the

Stripes upheld by Uncle Sam,
lengthy service in the army under
Cross upheld by our Loyola.

Father Clark

was

remarkable for his

taciturnity, or failing that, his eminently
laconic speech.
On an occasion when as
First Prefect of Discipline he presided
in the dining room, standing, as was his
wont, with military precision and rigidity,
waiting for the last comer to find his
place at table before beginning grace, it
chanced that this last

comer

was

a

stal¬

Mississippian who had received
companions by reason of the
emphatic manner he had of planting his
feet, the sobriquet of “Hammer-Heels."
wart

from his
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On this

day the young man had lost his
“ranks,”
place in
and entering the dining
hall, instead of going directly to his seat
at table, circled the room on the route
previously followed by the file. Im¬
passive and apparently unobservant,
Father Clark waited till the young man
found his place at table, and then broke
the oppressive silence, up to then dis¬
turbed

only by the vigorous tread of

“Hammer-Heels,” with this utterance:
“Hammer-Heels, the shortest distance
between any two points is a straight line.
Bless us, O Lord, and these thy gifts,
etc.”
On
then

another
Professor

class in

a

room

occasion, Father Clark,
of Mathematics, held
in the Old North Build¬

During the session a cow, straying
barnyard, planted herself be¬
neath the window of the class-room, and
began a very plaintive lowing. A stu¬

Georgetown a class of students well¬
deserving ordinarily, but by reason of
the fact that they had spent in camp and
on
battle-field
years
that otherwise
would have been passed in preparatory
schools, were little fitted to take up
college work. One such hailed from the
Buckeye State. In baptism he had re¬
ceived the name of John, but because
of his proclivity, born perhaps of his
previous military career, to invite com¬
panions with whom he chanced to have
some
difference, to settle this behind
some ball-alley according to the
Marquis
of Queensbury’s rules, had been given
the name of “Joe Coburn,” who in that
day had been a great star in the ring.
Joe was a faithful student, but for
to

ing.

reasons

from the

mensurate

dent who later in life donned the Sen¬

atorial

Toga

as

representative of his

native

state, Louisiana, essaying to be
facetions with his taciturn professor said:
“Father Clark, that cow seems to have
lost her calf.”

“Quite possibly, Rob.
her.”

You had better

go out to

The close of the War in

’65, brought

a

seat

obvious

success

was

with his efforts.

in the front

row

not

He

com¬

occupied

between two

re¬

markably bright students, Toby on the
left and Frank on the right.
From
these, by the lenient, studied inadver¬
tence of the teacher, he ordinarily re¬
ceived assistance in his recitation.

One

morning the teacher, not noticing the
absence of Toby and Frank, called upon
Joe for a recitation. The latter prompt¬
ly replied; “Mr. D, my right and left
bowers are gone.
I pass.”
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Herr von Kleiber played no more at
morning exercises in the chapel. The
boys at the College missed the familiar
figure of the bent old man, his long hair
falling to his shoulders, the wide-brimmed
hat and long cloak.
One of the boys had
learned from old Branzel who kept a
small store dpwn the street that the pro¬
fessor’s little granddaughter was ill.
Every one was sorry for she was beloved
by all who saw her. Sometimes she
would accompany her grandfather to
the College when he was to play for ex¬
ercises, and climbing up into a big seat
in the rear of the chapel she would gaze
with wonder at the tall tapers, the gor¬
geous colored windows, the figures in
purple and white moving noiselessly
about the altar, but most of all at the big
organ and its sombre master.
They formed a pretty picture as hand
in hand they went down the College walk
after services were over, the old profes¬
sor
proud and smiling and the little girl
clinging to him timidly. She had won¬
drous blue eyes and the sunlight glist¬
ened on her golden hair.
I overtook them one day as they
walked down from the College and
could not refrain from listening to the

earnest discourse.

“Fraulein, you must
gud girl when you grow up big so.
You see dose College poys day are gud
dis morning when day are in der chapel,
but bye’-em-bye are bad some of dem.
Don’tyou like dose Collegepoys, fraulein.
You might like one College poy gud
and true and den what you do, ha!
“But, grandpa,” said the little maid
with tears in her eyes, “I like them all.
They are nice boys and they pray very

be

a

hard

with

their

heads

so.”

And

she

showed the old

professor how the boys
knelt in the chapel with bowed heads.
“Yes, it is so.
Dey are asleep. Dey
do no harm now, but bye-em-bye dey go
out and meet grown up weemens and it
is different.
One little girl mit eyes like
you and golden hair loved one College
poy once.
He was a gud poy until der
Universitat he returned from.
Dey was
married and was happy just so and in one
short year der little girl returned to her
mudder mit

baby, and

a

soon

broken heart

and

a

little

she died just so.”

“And did she have curls

like mine,

grandpa, and blue eyes? ” Yes, fraulein,”
and the old professor seemed sad. “Oh,
that is only a story, grandpa.
Why did
they not live happy ever afterwards?”
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that
of

and drawn sword stands at the head of

the

effer afterwards.”
‘

‘

And

everybody

now

little fraulein

was

sick.

was sorry

In the

course

the

day’s lessons and sports more than
one
boy thought of the little sick girl,
and a big bunch of roses and some can¬
dies and

some

tobacco for

the old pro¬

fessor and other

gifts found their way to
the humble cottage of Herr von Kleiber.
To-night the crisis must come. Frau
von Kleiber
sat by the bedside in the
small cottage room.
From time to time
she wept softly.
Herr von Kleiber and
the doctor sat together before the fire¬
place, the old man silent and dejected,
anxiously watching the doctor as he
moved softly into the sick room and bent
over the child.
All was quiet.
The
child slept still, but there was a deep
flush

the innocent face and her breath

on

in

almost

rapid gasps.
As yet
change for the better. The
doctor returned to his seat by the fire¬
place and nervously glanced through an
came

there-was

no

old book.

One shimmer of

light broke through
big colored window on which an
angel with white wings and flowing mane

Why did dey not live happy

so.

JOURNAL.

The book

was

the Bible.

*****

the

golden stairs.

The soft sweet strains which

now rose

and

fell, seemed like the approach of a
wandering pilgrim to God’s tribunal.
Soft and sad the notes told the

mute

ac¬

ceptance of a sorrowful life, a life whose
only sweetness had been in the love of
dear ones, dear ones taken away in the
hour of

happiness and hoped for again
fleeting vagueness of sometime.
Did it not seem that the organ moaned
and sighed—surely it was no ordinary
touch at the keys and yet familiar like the
in

the

old artist at his best
The

on

enchanting tones

Christmas

morn.

louder now
and more intense.
The white winged
angel shook with the depth of the emo¬
tions.
The chords were grand, compel¬
ling, ranging high at times, now majestic
in their lower notes.

bay would
hand

cry

the

were

A wounded hind at

same

entreaty. So the

the organ board told the misery
of a wounded heart.
“Oh God, spare
me this onetime,” in
agony it cried. A
at

The boys at the College retired early.
During the night some one awoke to

white figure high up on the building
shook with the cold and the wind sobbed

hear music.

and moaned from window to window.

chapel.
and

It seemed to

come

from the

A sash creaked, then another

another, and

soon

heads and white

figures appeared at the windows. There
was a dim
light in the chapel and the
music

was

the soft strains of the organ,

sounding strange and new on the still

night air.
There

white-gowned figures at
The quadrangle
now.
seemed surrounded by sleepy-headed
ghosts and the music grew sweeter.

every

was

window

The music

rose

sweeter and

more en¬

trancing. The angel of the white wings
and flowing mane lifted his head on high
and his flaming sword shook.
Grander, deeper, like the winds of
winter the rhapsody struck its climax.
It seemed the awful sigh of a soul in its
last despair.
And the music changed.
More peace¬
ful now.
Resigned and hopeful was the
artist’s theme.
The angel of the white
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wings and the fiery sword pointed to the
gates of the palace. The music grew
soft and low and the glimmering rays
from the

chapel window

dimmer
breaking
through a rift in the clouds and promised
a bright dawn.
Suddenly the bells in the tower chimed
the hour of midnight, and the light in
the window disappeared.
A door swung
open and a figure glided out into the
moonlight. It was the figure of a bent
and dimmer.

The

moon

grew
was

117

old man, the cloak and broad hat betray¬
ing the author of the nocturnal music.
It

was

Herr

von

Kleiber.

That

night the granddaughter of the
professor passed through the dangers
of the fever. About midnight the doctor’s
look of anxiety went
away and he re¬
sumed his usual stolid
composure.
By
morning the child was able to recognize
the old couple.
And the boys at the
college understood, but I thought of
old

another.

P

W., ’08.
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RONDEAU
In

Cap and Gown how

The Seniors look,

spruce

and fine

how black the line

That saunter in affected way,
As if
Or

perchance they held
star with

as a

When others
You’ll
Not

see

right divine

disappear, to shine.

them every

day at nine

deigning to have much to
In

And yet
When I

say

Cap and Gown.
I

scarce

was

And pray

have passed the time

wont, poor

fool, to pine

the hastening of the day

When I should be
To

some sway ;

just such

a

jay

rhyme, to study, wine and dine
In

Cap and Gown !
D., ’08.
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walked

into
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his

October

evening he had
positively no idea that he was about to
draw a curtain on his present mode of
existence and would, before twenty-four
hours had elapsed, have made arrange¬
room

one

wet

ments to enter the borders of

a

far removed from his

his imag¬

ination

as

hopes

or

land

as

the South Sea Islands.

He had not cared to go

out that even¬
ing, not knowing what the fates had in
store for him, and being entirely too con¬
scious of the supreme comforts of his
college room, its lone Morris chair, upon
which he had cast himself immediately
after the evening meal, the big feast of
the college day.
The large easy chair,
which he proudly boasted of as having
purchased second hand from a departing
fellow-student the spring previous, was
in close proximity to his drop light, so
that anyone could have the pretext of
reading to drooping eyelids and a blur of
passing dreams. Bob had always been
a hard student his three years at college,
and

was

firm in the belief that

a

fellow-

student couldn’t

give the proper attention
needed to his studies and at the same time
be a participant in the activities of
athletics, glees, magazine work or social

functions.

Lately he had been think¬
ing, and thinking seriously, over all this,
the arguments put forth holding that as
it is the function of a college to fit men
for life’s battle, the more of college life
a man sees while he is in college the better
prepared will he be for the real life when
he gets out into the busy world. It is
in the petty affairs that come up during
existence at college that one learns in
a measure the real meaning of the word
failure.
He learns its disappointments
and likewise its benefits, and when the

sharp sense of defeat has been replaced
by calmer second thoughts, when bitter
humiliation over the failure of fond hopes
is boiled down to reflection

on

the

cause

of those failures, would anyone, indeed,
endeavor to forget the severe lessons of
failure ?

Though the ardor of an impetuous
youth is cooled, his enthusiasm over some
favorite undertaking lessened, yet what
man of sense would prefer to it the inex¬
perience of good fortune or the rash im¬
prudence resultant of continued success.
Bourke was an enigma to his fellow
classmen who proudly wore the cap and
gown and though he, too, had all the
bearing of a Senior still in all the three
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years he had been one of them, from
the long ago “freshy” days to this day
of seriousness, for naturally they all
had to look forward to

entering

upon

vocation in life, he seemed to be

some

possessed of characteristics vastly differ¬
ent from anyone else.
He never raved
over anything that
called forth merri¬
ment from the

that

was

observed

others.

related
to

When

anything

displeased him, he

send

forth

short,

was

angry

puffs from his long-stemmed pipe, over¬
strong with age; but when pleased, he
would draw the smoke way down some¬
where, slowly and peacefully, and emit
it in placid rings.
Then again taking
the pipe from his mouth and allowing
the pleasant smelling vapor to twist
around his nose, he would sedately nod
his head in token of perfect approbation.
It was in one of these spells that Roy
Nesmith, manager of the football team,
president of his class, social lion, and a
few other things, entered within the
sacred sanctum.

The two

were

booked

for the evening to attend a formal
On a night when a pouring rain
splashed without on the pavement, the
conditions of comfort in the cozy little
room had a peculiar attraction to such
up

party.

a

a

man

as

Bourke.

sinking heart

Nesmith’s

And

that

boisterous

so

he
tones

it

was

with

listened to
requesting

feeling so about
going Bob, but there really is no way out
of it. I promised to drag you along, for
I knew it would be like pulling teeth,
so hustle on your society armament and
we’ll wend our way along, though the
path be dark and stormy.”
Bourke smothered a groan, or perhaps
see

something worse, and in a half hour they
passed without the portals of the uni¬
versity, Nesmith out for enjoyment’s sake
and Bourke—well, he was along just be¬
cause he was really forced into it.
The
two argued pro and con all the way down
town.

dress

Bourke

clothes,

could

see

no

sense

in

fair

damsels, decorated
dance halls and the like, and, of course,
Nesmith tried to show the “stubborn one”
his

The former propounded his

error.

doctrine with the arguments

of

a

Web¬

ster.

to

“Why, this is just the time of the year
be in for social enjoyment; the late

autumn.

The dreariness and desolation

of the

landscape, the dayrs of short dura¬
by nights that are gloomy,
while they circumscribe our wanderings
and prevent our feelings from rambling
abroad, theyr, on the other hand, make us
more keenly disposed for the real pleas
tion followed

ure

of the social circle.”

The two

finally arrived at their desti¬
a damp trip and the hall, all
ablaze with light, and bedecked with
flowers, refreshed their somewhat droop¬
ing spirits. Here a general air of radi¬
ance and joyful import prevailed.
Num¬
nation after

ber followed number

on

the dance pro¬

P. M. the two
students started on the return journey to
college. Bourke was brim full of enthus¬
gram

until finally at

12

iasm.

him to make haste.
“I hate to
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you

“I’ve had the time of my young

life
Roy, and owe it all to you,” said Bourke,
“Well, I knew it was in you and only
needed bringing out.
You’ve made a
decided hit, even at this late day in your
college life, and now it’s up to you to
make good,” replied the fluent Nesmith.
To make a long story short, Bourke
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did make

good from that time on, until
graduated. A new light had cast its
bright rays on his path, and he seemed a
new man.
The spirit of activity that had
lain dormant so long, now blazed forth.
Bourke was now out for the glee club,
debating society, varsity, baseball and
journal board. The record he estab¬
lished during his remaining eight months
of college life is a matter of history at
he

the school.
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being satisfied with the day in and day
out grind for a mere living.
There was a great political campaign
being waged in the town between the
two

rival

seat in

candidates

billed to make their final ap¬

crats

were

peal

for votes.

and

for the district’s

Congress, and to-night the Demo¬

his

father

Bourke’s grandfather
before

him

had been

Democrats, and he thought he was, too,

though he willingly confessed politics had
been of little interest to him of late years.

Turning

II

Bourke

Eight years have elapsed. Bourke
following in the footsteps of many like
himself went West to seek his fortune,
but fortune was not so easy acquired
as

dreamed of.

He had been

foremost in his class at

debater,

a

pne

college,

a

first class athlete, and

of the

leading
a

favo¬

rite with his fellow-students his last year
of study.
Wonderful things had been

predicted for him.

Eventually he fell

in love in this far-off Western town and
married.
career

He had

pictured

a

professional

for himself, but love intervened.

Then he took

position that was offered
of those kind that never change,
in which men spend their entire lives
unpromoted. This night, as he made
1
"ni way home along the street, the water
slopping around his feet and running

him,

a

one

in small streams down his rain coat, he
recalled

well,

just such a night eight
at college when he and
Nesmith rushed out at society’s beck.
The streets were certainly favorable to
long

silent

years ago

meditation.

amounted to
the

so

far?

What

had

his

life

Well did he recall

day his ambition had not dreamt of

a corner

ran

leading to his home,

into the

arms

of

a

young

lawyer much identified with politics in
the town, a large acquaintance; neverthe¬
less the night was one to make any live
person seem an old friend, so Bourke
walked a short way with him.
“Down to the meeting, to-night?’’
asked Bourke.
“Oh! my, yes,” answered the lawyer.
“I’m chairman of the reception committee
and have to hustle down to the hall

just
change my wet clothes.
Bad job on a bad night.” And by the
way, as I’m short one man on the com¬
mittee, I wish you would take the place.
Of course you wall.
I’ll call for you at
7-30.”
Great consternation greeted the two
men as they entered the committee room,
just off the speaker’s platform. The
mayor, who was to be chairman of the
evening had just sent word, sickness in
the family would necessitate his remain¬
ing at home. Bob Bourke was spotted
by the anxious politicians and beseiged
with entreaties to step into the breach.
Well did they remember his effective talks
at the precinct meetings six years pre¬
vious.
So, on Bourke devolved the task
as

soon

as

I

can

GEORGETOWN
of

introducing the prominent visitors,
and, most important of all, the Demo¬
for
cratic candidate
Congress. His
friends rallied around him, as people are
apt to do with one of their own kind
when found

in

a

far distant country.

They called him Bob, as they used to,
and slapped him on the shoulder in af¬
fectionate abandon. Bourke’s experiment
possessed a bit of humor in it under the
more serious political aspect.
At last all the “big fellows” filed onto
the platform, Bourke taking the chair¬
man's place. In the shouts of welcome
Bourke received

his

share

in the

sur¬

prised recognition of him almost amount¬
ing to a discovery. After introducing
the first speaker of the evening and so
on Bourke formulated propositions in his
mind that seemed to him to

cover
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the

real

knowledge of things. While he
spoke he had the crowd right with him.
They felt as he felt and thought as he
thought. When he had finished a storm
of applause arose.
This continued until
finally quiet was restored. Making his
way to the back of the stage, a good ways
towards being exhausted, he refreshed
himself with a glass of ice water.
When it

all

over

Bourke

was

_

A little while later he
to

a

was

introduced

leading magnate of the community'

who

was

found

and arm in arm they
from the crowd. “Your
to-night, Mr. Bourke, has been a

drifted

anxious

to

meet

the

new¬

orator,
away

ground better than had been done in any
of the speeches made so far.
And so
toward the end of the evening it seemed
only proper, when the mayor, whose place
as chairman he was taking, was not on

work

hand, that

of sound

be asked to represent

was

enthusiastically received on all sides.
People he had never seen before kept
him busy shaking hands.
Invitations to
address gatherings through the State
were urged on him.

revelation to

us

money,“and

we

all,” voiced the

man

of

take an
active part in politics hereafter for the
sake of the

want

masses.

you to

We need

a

mayor

feeling of the city, and eventually
lately made chairman accepted the
invitation practically shouted out by the
large audience. He stood before the
crowd nervously silent for a moment and

principles and. you’re our man.
Think it over, we’must take action on
the matter as soon as possible.
Bourke heard his name whispered
connection with other honorable positions
to be filled with the right kind of men,

then set forth in

and it seemed at that moment that all he

someone

the

our

a

manner

that

won

him

college renown when a mere youth. His
speech electrified the audience, received
a large amount of space in all the news¬
papers afterward, and finally was pub¬
lished in a political pamphlet.
Beginning
with a statement of facts, he drew large
and logical deductions, and ended up the
whole thing with a brilliancy of wit which
instantly entrenched him safely in the
hearts of his listeners.

He

now

felt the

had to do

was

to name

his choice and it

all his. The mayoralty and
high positions might be wonderful
honors, and they were heaped upon him
by virtue of his ability, an ability acquired
by many months of grinding work, and
his steadiness acquired in turn by many
self-denials during those months, months
which had lengthened into years.
He
had been very near to burying himseit in
was

other

his,
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dull, monotonous, plodding existence;

becoming a nonenity known and valued
but by a very few, not recognized by
the mass, by the people, a recognition
to

which had been his

one

aim. Now he had

all, he had been saved from a burial
among the many unknown by that very

popularity which he had had no use for,
joined with his crowning talent of speak-

ing. He was known, the country knew
him as an individual, he was recognized
for what he had always wanted to be, a
man of power—a man of talent—a man
of honor, and in his heart he knew that
he had been resurrected by politics, a

resurrection which had begun
night in the old college days,

one

stormy

V. A. Corcoran.
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The Tribute Children

Feu:
It has been said that
exist without union.

a

nation

can

not

And yet,

if this is
the case, the superficial reader of history
might have extreme difficulty in arriving
at a reason for the wonderful ascendency
attained and held by the Ottoman Empire
for six hundred years, from before the
Fall of Constantinople until the time of
Napoleon, in view of the fact that it was
composed of a great variety of unfriendly
and totally unallied races, Arab, Persian,
Syrian, Greek, Slav and a host of others,
all ruled by a small dominating center of
Turks. Here certainly there was no
union among the people, yet notwith¬
standing this, the Turks maintained what
is entitled to rank among the leading
Empires of the world, not by virtue of
the bond of national union, but by an
agency, the formation of which constitutes
an interesting chapter in the history of
successful governments.
In the year 1360, the

Sultan Orkhan,
far-sighted prince, foreseeing
the need of a powerful and reliable mili¬
tary force, and also that the small ruling
center of Turks would be inadequate to
supply the demands of the military and
civil administration of an empire of such
vast extent, took advantage of the law of
a

wise and

the Koran that to the victor

belongs the

property of the vanquished, and ordered a
tribute to be taken of all male children of
the age of seven or eight years from the
Christian provinces which had been lately

the Sultan’s
body of
well-educated soldiers, and', it may as well
be said, slaves, since they lost all ties of
family, race, kindred, faith, and grew up
conquered.

Of these it

idea to create under his

to

know

no

law

but

was

own

eye a

that of the

Com¬

mander of the

Faithful, This idea was
by Orkhan and his successors
until the organization was rendered a
model of perfection, supplying the greater
part of the military force which fought
under the Sultan’s standard, and which
is said, in fact, to have been the first
standing army of modern Europe, cele¬
brated no less for its valor and discipline
than for its unlimited excess of cruelty,
in waging warfare against the opposers
carried out

of the Crescent.

This

was

the famous

of the Janizaries, as they were
named by a dervish priest.
“For,” said
he, “let them be called Vent sheri, new
soldiers;
may their countenances
be
always bright, their hands victorious,
corps

their swords keen.
The

more

intelligent of the captive chil-
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merly inhabited the places ravaged and
conquered by the Turks, had, as children,
received as good a physical training in
endurance and discipline, and as good an

of the kingdom itself.
binding ties, their loyalty
to the reigning Sultans was unquestioned,
and they upheld in every part of the
checkered empire the strong arm of their
T heir power was added to by
master.
prince after prince, and it was the knowl¬
edge of this power that led them to their
final destruction, and, at the same time, to
the destruction of the Turkish Empire.
Iror being, as has been noticed, the great¬
est element of strength on which the

education

nation

dren

carefully educated, and were
opportunity of advance¬
ment, and it is interesting to note that
during two hundred years of the Otto¬
man Empire’s
greatest power, thirty of
the forty-eight Grand Viziers, or prime
ministers, were members of this body.
were

afforded

every

Indeed, if those Christians who had for¬

as

these

tribute

children

of

theirs did under the Moslem rule, there
would have been no Turkish ‘question :

whereas, semi-effeminate and untrained
in

ment,

as

well,

Cut off from all

founded, and entwined in the
as it were, of the
government, with their respective officers
at the head of affairs, when they finally
was

sinews and vital arteries,

to the savage

took it upon themselves to become the
master and not the servant of Turkey,

and fearless Turks.

their

arms

and

policy, they fell an easy prey
inroads of the determined

As the institution of the

Janizaries be¬
of the
policy, the training of them be¬

came more

Ottoman
came a

and

more

matter which

a

was

fixed part

looked after with

the greatest care.
lected by officers

The children were col¬
of the Imperial house¬
hold every five years from the captives
lying between the Black Sea and the
Adriatic, to which

were

also added chil¬

dren taken in warfare with

foreign nations.
By a careful system of training they were
brought up until they became zealous,
even fanatical, followers of the Prophet,
at the same time receiving a thorough
military education, while those of them
who, as we have said, showed special
aptitude, were trained to fill posts in the
civil administration.
From the

manner

of their

upbringing

the

destruction, and it
Turks

were

was necessary if
remain in control,

to

brought about also the destruction of the
Ottoman Empire as a whole, successful
and active government.
It was as if the
limbs of the Empire had been amputated
to save the main body, an operation, by
which indeed, although the body was
thereby saved, rendered it weak, helpless
in a way, and set it on the downward path
to total oblivion.

P'rom the

middle of the Seventeenth

Century, the Janizaries
more

grew more and
insolent and insubordinate. Though

they had at their heads a pasha, or gen¬
eral, who was supposed to rule and di¬
rect their movements, but as the wife of
a British Ambassador at Constantinople
in the Eighteenth Century writes, “These
troops have an absolute authority here,

Janizaries naturally developed into
the very backbone, not only of the great
armies that fought under the crescent, but

and their conduct carries much

of the administrative side of the govern¬

a

the

more

the

aspect of rebellion than the appearance of
subordination.

They

Pasha Seraskier,

are

commanded by

(that is, General),
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though the last expression is hardly just,
for to say truth, the Pasha is commanded
by the Janizaries.” Indeed, “what the
Roman Praetorian Guards became in the

later Roman

Empire, the Janizaries aim¬
Several Sul¬

ed to be under the Turks. ”
tans
set

murdered

were

by them,

aside; outrages too

mentioned

many were

numerous

to be

perpetrated, and it

were

mained for Sultan

Mahmoud, in the

re¬

year

1826, to suppress them entirely, to de¬
stroy the power which Turkey had wield¬
ed

so

well and for

so

many

hundreds of

years, which had been organized with
such painstaking care, and which devel¬

oped into such

a splendid military and
civic factor in the nation, but which at

last, like

an

ungrateful offspring, had

turned upon its parents.
And though
the Janizaries were now an immense body
of men, their destruction was compara¬

tively the work of
At the advice

a

short period.

of the War

Minister,
Hussein, their privileges were first en¬
croached upon,

until they" were driven
revolt, in Constantinople on
June 14th, 1826, whereupon the Sultan,
raising aloft the Green Standard of the
Prophet, which all true Mussulmans
must follow, drove the Janizaries into
into open

their barracks.

fire, and

These

were

then set

on

who attempted to
shot down, while at the same

everyone

escape was

time, thousands were seized and sum¬
marily executed throughout'the Empire.
The famous corps was completely de¬
stroyed, and Turkey was left with no sol¬
diers but

ill-disciplined,

raw

recruits, the
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offending member was amputated, but
the strength of the body was thereby
permanently and fatally impaired. It is
true that an attempt was made afterwards
to supply the place of the
Janizaries with
a
motley organization composed of the
scum of every nation,
called the BashiBazouks, but this body, owing to its non¬
discipline, irregularity and unreliability,
never
took the place occupied by the
splendidly drilled, well-disciplined and
recklessly brave Janizaries.
The Ottoman Edmpire has never at any
time been based on nationality, has never
become a distinct people, but has remain¬
ed a collection of many.
A collection,
however, that has been ruled invincibly
by a center of Turks who with the aid of
their own sagacity and the strong arm of
a
mighty standing army, infused life into
this empire of all nations and languages ;
a life which was
drained away with the
abolishing of Turkish traditions and with
the destruction of the Janizaries, the
“tribute-children,” as they have been
called, and the secret of Turkish
as

they truly
The

final

power,

were.

sickness

of

the

Ottoman

Empire has set in. It has one by one
been stripped of its former possessions, is
chiefly kept alive now by the jealousies
of those European powers who cherish
the ambition of being the masters of the
Golden Horn, and most probably we
ourselves shall witness the last convulsive
throes of its death agony.
F. J. Hartnett,

’09.
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Fourth Letter.

haps when yu git home mis margaret wil
let yu sit on her frunt steps when the

More About the Girls at Home

docter

Boston, December 8, 1907.
Deer C

Hury
about
out

a

,

up

yor

feller

and rite you are awful carles
leters latly, if you dont luk
wil cut you out on yor red-

hared frend doun the street,
not

and i wil
get eny more free handouts, the nu

feller is

a

conducter

on

the

cars

he

wares

blu sute with lots of bras

butons, bras
butons is what caches gurls did yu ever see
how many gurls a polisman has or a soldjer, he has got piles of munyi herd him
tel lizzy he made more than the company
a

he must make too dolars
beet him

a

mile if yu

weak but yu

hury

and
rite she ses yu rite awful sweet leters yu
old cut-up when yu come home yu and
her and me and some other nise gurl wil
go to shows and things evry nite how
about yu i wil start in saving now so i
can lend
yu sum muny, mis margaret
noes how to kid the fellers along she gets
into quarels with that docter evry other
weak and he comes around with big
bunches of floweres and almost a pound
of candy i think a docter sees so many
gurls he wud be wise but i herd the
coarse of tru love
gathers no moss, per¬
can

a

up

cums

to take her to drive

so

he wil

like her beter, ar y u

going to be a doctor or
a politishun
the mayer of boston is awful
rich he has ben mayer for two yeres i hav
got a nu dog i found him in the park i
am
keeping him in our seller until he for¬
gets his old home he wil make a gud
pardner for my yellow dog in a fite, i am
going to sick him on little dogs first until
he gits in gud practise why dont gorgtown play sum little football teams until
they git in practise, i am not smoking
much now while i am captin of our teem
we only
got beet 50 too o last Saturday
we was overtraned, what are yu going to
send
a

me

for Christmas i think i wud like

nife and

sum

buks i wil think of

sum-

thin else next week.
yours

truly
Larry.

Fifth Letter.
A

Visit to Harvard

servations

College and Some Ob¬
by Jack and Larry.

Boston, December
Deer C

14, 1907.

,

i thot i wud rite agane so yu

forgit about that nife,

we

wud not
have not much
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sickniss in the house

time,

and the

and

now only francis
dog francis has a broken arm
and the dog has fits, yu no jack o’rorkes
brother gos to harvud colege jack tuk
me over to
Cambridge to see the colege
week
boys last
gee but there is a pile of
them over their they hav awful big
shoulders and pants and they must be
rich becaus they ware red necktis and
there pants is turned up on the botom
but i didnt sea any rane or mud i turned
up mine and jack turned up his so they
wud think we was colege boys and when
i got home pa ses yu will be as bad as
yor brother in a cupel of yeres go doun
seller and chop the wood for mary, yu
cant ful yor father, we had a gud time at
harvud they ar al atheletes over their they
hav such large clothes gee i never saw
such fine sutes as they have big red
squares and blu stripes and they smoke
pipes big as the duse, do the atheletes at
gorgtown jump a few feet when they
shake hands like the harvud boys and sa
old chap a hole lot, i saw the captin of
nu

the harvud tenis teem and he is not irish
and he has

high voise and a red cane,
jacks brother live in old
houses and are all scratched up from
playing games—my gorry they was a
awful big pile of bottles under one win¬
dow some one must have been sick a long
sum

a

fellers like

JOURNAL.

sum

fellers live in the

they call them

tell the

other

room

names

brother
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and

room

mats becaus

and

sware a

same

room

mats yu can

they call each
hole lot jacks

big fat feller ar room
was showin some other
fellers how they can push each other
up stairs night times colege boys hav
funy games night times dont they, we
was
going home and sum fellers stopped
and tawked to us and they said come over
to the fratt house i thot they sed fat house
but jack sed it was the kind of lessons
his brother and al the colege boys tuk
and they gave us sum cards and sed they
was tickets to a show and was
gud for
ice cream and cake and everything and
we are-going to the fratt house tomorrow
if pa will let me i gess they thot jack and
i was from sum other college we was
going by a winder Of a bakery and they
was a big chocalate
cake in their and we
went in to by sum and the lady sed it was
one dolaf
and jack sed i wil take five
cents worth, and then i sed don’t yu hav
any yung cakes and the lady brot us out
back and a man gave us all the hot buns
we cud eat for nothin it was a gud time
for us al rite study yer lessons hard and
mats and

rite

sum

a

they

and send the nife and buks,
yours

truly
Larry.
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Carson’s Christmas
Carson sank

breathlessly into the rear
car with a
sigh of relief.
It
had been a sharp sprint to catch the mov¬
ing local, and he had been somewhat
exhausted by his efforts. The train sped
seat of the

into the darkness which Carson endeav¬
ored

vainly to pierce. The lights of the
all that greeted his eyes, so he
objects nearer at hand.
The car was well filled, almost entirely
with men, who in groups of three and
four, were talking in a low tone.
As
the train stopped at successive stations
more men
got on until the aisles were
city

were
turned to

crowded.
air

as

He

was

Carson’s face

wore a

satisfied

he

again turned to the window.
slender youth with
a
pair of keen eyes and a firm mouth. A
habit of frowning of late had caused sev¬
a

clean cut,

eral small lines to
forehead.

mar an

otherwise clear

With chin in hand he sat star¬

ing into the night. What a way to be
spending one’s Christmas eve, he mused.
Riding in a stuffy, crowded, overheated
local did not correspond exactly to happy
fireside, etc., popular at such a time. He
wondered if he

were on

a

fool’s errand

and reviewed events that led up to

the

An influential relative had pro¬
on leaving college
a posi¬
tion as reporter on one of the big dailies.
He had always wanted just such a job
and for a long time his unfailing perse¬
verance and
ambition buoyed him up.
present.

cured for him

But he found the first rungs of the
of journalism very steep indeed.

ladder
There
were slight chances of doing
anything
brilliant in working up what his superiors
passed over, and even he became grad¬
Only the thought of
ually disgusted.
the “ I told you so” of his friends kept
him from throwing it up long before, and
then camEthe long-expected opportunity.
There were murmurings at headquarters,
and he feared that the New Year would
find him

discharged.

The holidays were
brought any joyful
tidings to him. He tried feverishly to do
something that would merit reward, but
his own anxiety hindered him.
He was
on a car this
Christmas eve very blue
at hand and

had not

indeed when the conversation of two

men

beside him attracted his attention.

“Why, Joe,” said one, “he’s the one
bet, the real candy ! That left of
his is a pass to dreamland every
"

best

“Ah,

come

on,”

broke in the other

the Spider’s record.
Three clean knockouts, five on points
and
why this, this Henry is licked
all ready.”
Not on your life.
Your dope won’t
work, see if it will. The Spider is up
against it, and if you’re out at Rockton
to-night you’ll see.” The last was barely

“why,

look

at

“

audible to Carson and he heard
but that

was

for

time

some

no

more,

enough. The authorities
past had put the ban on
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the

reached the

been

thrown open and a
After buying his

boxing game. For a while all had
quiet and then the sporting element
began to fret under the inactivity. The
different clubs were appealed to, but they
were slow to respond..
A bout was urged
between Spider Keely and Young Henry,
the two best local lightweights.
At
last, rumors floated around of things
coming to an issue. Nothing definite
could be learned, however, and though
all the newspapers were on the alert,
nothing could be discovered. The prep¬
arations, if any, were done quietly and
well. The rumors, one by one, passed by.
These things struck Carson’s mind, as
the significance of the words he had just
heard struck him.
Spider—Henry-—
Rockton—to-night, and then the appear¬
ance of the
speakers themselves were
more

Rockton—a small sub¬

evidence.

urb

only popular in Summer—and the
were just right fo-r it to be decided.
True, it was but a few chance remarks—
but anyway it was better than mooning
time

around his room,

follow up
chance.

and he determined to

the clue.

It

his only

was

He had

just time to snatch a bite to eat
hurry for the suburban, which he
barely caught. After a rough ride the
brakeman flung open the door and bel¬
lowed “Rockton.”

The entire

car

load

filed into the

night. The crowd, greatly
increased by the occupants of the other
coaches, marched up a road leading
through a wood. They walked beneath
the glittering stars for probably half a
mile and then came upon a large wooden
building standing on the edge of a small
lake.
Lights shone through chinks in
its walls and

within.

building a large door was
ticket-office disclosed.
ticket, Carson found
himself
in
a
roomy hall
that was
used for dancing during the Summer.
Temporary tiers of seats had been erected
around the walls and the floor
with chairs.

voices

could

be

heard

As the forerunners of the crowd

The latter

was

massed

already oc¬
cupied by^ a large number of men, sur¬
rounding the raised ring in the centre.
Carson secured a seat near the ring side
and set to work to

see

were

all he could.

He

thought it best not to take notes lest the
authorities should eject him, so he relied
on
his memory.
He recognized many
people of prominence and was glad for
once
of his own meagre acquaintance-ship.
I le was practically a stranger.
After a
while the building was packed to the ut¬
most, and a figure appeared in the ring to
announce the preliminary encounter.
For five rounds two husky lads pounded
each other equally well.
At the end of
the last round they both went to their
corners

fied.

and
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beaten and

The bout

bruised, but not satis¬

was a

draw.

Again the figure appeared and lifted
hand.
All became quiet while ex¬
pectancy grew.
The announcer seemed
at a loss for what to say".
At last he
began :
his

“Gentlemen,” he said, “ I’m here this
time with

a

lot of bad

news.

After all

the trouble to

pull this thing off and to
get you here, luck has thrown us down.
This

evening the auto that brought Young
Henry here turned over and broke his
leg, so 1 guess there’ll be no fight.”
For a space a dead silence intervened.
Then the clamor began.
Of course,
everybody was sorry for Henry, but they

GEORGETOWN
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good fight. They took chances
in coming out to this place, they paid their
money and they wanted something to
wanted

a

show for it all.

commotion seemed to arise
at one corner of the ring.
Voices were
raised in argument and expostulation,
and then, amidst a yell, another form
appeared on the platform and climbed
through the ropes. The new arrival was
dressed in the height of fashion, which
Suddenly

a

disarrayed some¬
of black hair set off
a
pair of dark eyes that flashed wildly
just now. In figure he was short and
the

disturbance

what.

had

As he talked to the referee,

Carson looked at him

Could it

amazement.

closely and with
be? Why, it was

Tillson.

of the few

things .Tillson took seriously,
little fame

and that he had had not a

as a

That wild look would only mean
that he had had just a few drinks and how
he would fight then, he added reminis¬
boxer.

cently.
but it

Perhaps he was out of training,
would be greabsport and a greater

story.
Soon three
the

to

or

four

figures climbed in¬

ring at one corner and another

group followed a little later.
cries of “Spider Keely, etc.”

Yells and
greeted

a

bathrobed form in the first group.
son

Till¬
busy with his seconds in his

was

corner.

He could

hardly believe his

It took him back to his

senses.
last year at

college.

There had flourished then an
adventurous spirit whose escapades were
now history.
The son of a wealthy Westerner, he
had enjoyed college life for all there was
in it and in June had departed to his
father who was now disgusted with all
things scholastic. The youth was Till¬
The

the many queries that rose around him.
He recalled the fact that boxing was one

A thick mop

muscular.

son.

was positive as to the identity of
Tillson he volunteered no information to

Carson

Carson had known him well.
announcer

moment, but

soon

left

the

ring for

returned.

a

“Gentle¬

men,” he said, “you may not be disap¬
pointed after all. This gentleman has
asked to go in Henry’s place so that you
won’t lose out, and as the
Spider is wil¬
ling, we have arranged a five-round bout.
The gentleman says he is no
beginner at
the game, and, though not
bragging,
hopes to take care of himself.”
The excited hum that
announcement

was

arose

deafening.

after this

Although

The

formalities

were

soon over

and

Spider and Tillson advanced to the
Keely was slender, wiry, and
every ounce of him bone and muscle.
Though not old, his face was hard from
the experience of some years in the ring.
A quiet humor showed in his eyes and
at present
he wore a confident smile.
the

referee.

Tillson

was

somewhat shorter and very

muscular.

There was,
tain flabbiness apparent

however,

a cer¬

that would offset
any advantage in weight that he had.
He paid scant heed to the referee’s word,
but glared wilder than ever at his oppo¬
nent.

the

At last the referee
returned to their

men

interval, the bell

rang

stepped back,
corners

for

and the fight

an

was

on.

Tilly
before

sprang forward and met the other
he had barely left his chair.

Smack went his left

against the Spider’s

ribs and the latter stumbled back.

skillfully

He

dodged succeeding rights and
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lefts and slowly retreated.
Tillson evi¬
dently meant to rush things from the
beginning. He pressed in hard and
landed time and again—his very impetus
offsetting Keely’s science. The round
ended in a clinch, and the two returned
to their

corners

Surprise
Carson

was

wore

a

amid enthusiasm.

manifest
broad

on every face.
smile.
“Tilly’s

going some,” he mused. “Trouble is to
keep it up. Kind of soft and all—but it
will make a hot story.
Old Tillson’s son
in the ring will be a choice morsel for the
public.” The bell interrupted him. Till¬
recommenced his

rushing tactics, but
the Spider was waiting for him.
He
shot out a stiff right to the head that
son

checked

Tilly very suddenly. When
Spider tried to follow this up, however,
he in turn suffered disappointment.
He
came out of the resultant
mixup bleeding
freely and fighting furiously to stave off
his opponent.
The round was hot all
through. A clinch gave the fighters a
breathing space now and then, but they
soon renewed their
terrific pace.
The
bell found them slugging wildly.
The third began with the audience on
their feet and the fighters eager.
The
fight was showing its effects, particularly,
on Tillson.
His breathing was labored
and he appeared a little fagged.
The
Spider had suffered the greater punish¬
ment, as his eyes and nose evidenced, but
his trainers

came

to

his aid

and

he

breathed

There was very little
easily.
in the fighting, however, and in
places it was terrific. Several times Keely
thought the other at the end of his endur¬
ance and closed in to finish
things. Each
time he had to back up before the other’s
let up

flail-like

blows that drove him to

the
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In the fourth the battle seemed
Tilly’s seconds had

ropes.

to reach its climax.

freshened him somewhat and his will did
the rest.
The blows rained thick and
fast and several times it seemed
the other would fall.

The

work saved him in two

or

one

or

Spider’s foot¬
places
and he came back gamely.
Both were
distressed now—Tillson plainly.
Still he
seemed to be forcing things and he pun¬
ished the other
severely.
His eyes
flashed wilder than

and seemed

ever

burn into those of his

three bad

adversary.

end of the round found both still

on

to

The
their

feet.
At the

beginning of the fifth and last
found himself wedged
right up against the ring. He looked
anxiously at the tired Tillson who limply
round

Carson

allowed the seconds
his

feet

to

revive him and

how he would

wondered

again.

ever

stand

on

The tap of the gong

roused both to the centre.
Tillson seemed to have received new

almost leaped on Keely.
rights and lefts, short¬
armed and upper-cutted, and with the
crowd shrieking, drove him to the ropes.
Spider returned desperately, but nothing
would seem to block the panting fury
before him.
Then, just as Tilly seemed
about to drive his finishing blow a silence
fell over the crowd.
And then Carson
found his voice, and hardly realizing, he
spoke, cried shrilly, “Soak him, Tilly!
vitality and
He

drove

in

di¬
speaker. The fear of being
recognized had pursued him in the last
few rounds, as he gradually realized
what he was doing.
And here was some
one who knew him.
The Spider saw the
wavered gaze, and with his last ounce of
For

a

fatal instant Tillson’s eyes

verted to the
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strength shot out his right to the other’s
jaw and dimly saw him fall. An instant
later he fell beside the limp body.
Carson was in the tiny station writing
like mad.
to be

He had covered all there

covered, and in

was

thorough manner.
From the beginning to the end he let
nothing of importance escape him. He
worked up to the appearance of Tillson,
and then began to draw this out in its
every detail.
The station was far too
small to accommodate the throng waiting
for the train, and only a few were inside.
As Carson wrote a door opened and a
Some one stopped be¬
group entered.
fore him and he looked up into the face
of Tillson.
For a moment they gazed at
a

another and then

one

his hand.

Rut

note-book and
were

in

Carson extended

Filly’s eyes were on his
pencil, and his first words

excited tone.

an

“You’re

not

are

you

Carson ? ’ ’
in his

light heartedness, “How did you
guess it.”
Tillson almost groaned and Carson
gazed in surprise at his crestfallen air.
“You’re writing all about this—about
“

! ’’

Why—yes” slowly. “ It will make

a

great story, and—”
“Oh don’t write it, Cars.,”

the other
begged.
“You don’t understand—but
please don’t. ”
Carson gazed at the other half in anger
and half in astonishment.
“Why—why
not,” he sputtered. “ This is my chance,
and I’d be

the latter.
“

No, it isn’t,” broke in Carson hardly.

“It’ll

only be another chance gone. 1
fight for you—here’s your Merry

Christmas,” and he tore his notes in half
and thrust them in

“Sure,” returned the other flippantly

me

good ever
college until to-night. 1 met
a
girl and well—I am here to marry her
and you see the rest, don’t you? I met
a
couple of fellows to-night, had a few
drinks and I was started again. You
know what an ass I made of myself. If
this gets out you see how it will ruin me,
because her father won’t let his daughter
Gad, I could kick myself
marry a pug.
all over this place.
The girl is Celia
Staunton, if you know her !
Celia Staunton, why that was his boss’
daughter. Carson pondered for a very
quiet five minutes, while Tillson furtively
tried to read his thoughts.
“I know it’s hard, old man," began
since 1 left

lost the

reporter,

a

Carson I’ve been real

to me.

a

fool not to.

What

is

the

matter, anyway.”

“Yes, I guess

Tilly’s hand.
and congratulated
Carson on his beat next morning, but only
a few.
I le had made the most of things,
leaving out Tillson, and it had created
A

some

you

would,” returned
what it means

you

came

up

He wished he could have

stir.

written it all

only to show some of these
superior ones, but he had promised, and
he didn’t.
He was congratulating him¬
self on having secured another lease on
his position when his thoughts where
rudely disturbed.
Ue old man wants yousein the office
right away, ” said a swaggering youth and
left Carson with a faint feeling inside.
“

What
want

way

Tilly, “Rut I’ll tell

few

on

with

earth could the “old man”
him.

He

dully picked his

to the office and stood before the

great personage, the editor.
looked him

over

The latter

from head to foot and
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said, “You’re the man covered this fight,
eh! Well, see here, I like men that use
their heads once in awhile, and that's
what you did. It’s gOod you
tion a certain thing, and for
doubled your

didn’t men¬
this you’ve

salary, you may go.”

Carson started out in
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daze when

again
spoke: “My son-in-law—cr
can
scrap, eh Carson ? I was there and
saw it all, and then he told me about it.
Er, that’s all,” and Carson went ouh
Lawrence V. Smith, ’09.

the other

a
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motion prohibiting any of her
competing with those
of the downtown university.
This is final and pertains to all de¬
partments of athletics—foot ball, base
passed

a

athletic teams from

ball,
The

Second-class

ruling is a most popular one, both
faculty and students, and with
alumni of the whole university. One

with the
the

as

basket ball and field and track.

of

the

most

matter.
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Play G. W. U.?

Business Manager :

meet

we

should continue to

Assistant Business Manager:

Staff Artist:
WILLIAM L. BYRNE, ’10.

in order to

them, the ap¬

reasons why
play G. W. U.
gate receipts for

parent

DANIEL F. McCANN, Jr., ’10.

CHARLES ANGULO, ’ll.

not be amiss

Why Should We to present,

Because

we

need the

the funds of the

Athletic Association?

Well, the purse of the Athletic Associ¬
ation is

ceedings for several days
in the hope that in some
other way the “amende honorable”
might be made to the visiting public for

plethoric as to make us
sit up o’ nights studying how to invest it,
yet it never can be so empty that we
should therefor submit to discourtesy, or
expose the visiting public to an exhibition
of ill ‘manners, bad language and pugil¬

the

ism.

Breach
G. W.

with

After postponing all pro-

U.

unseemly occurrences on Georgetown

never so

GEORGETOWN
Should

COLLEGE

play them because the
Washington public wants the game?
The Washington public we highly re¬
spect, but we fancy that it will not die of
ennui

The

we

the absence of

over

fact

is that the

Thanksgiving Day

this game.

receipts

for the

game were

fully two

thousand dollars less than for the Vir-
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the

lightest of teams, while our ad¬
versary is growing at last in courage and
knowledge of the game superadded to
their customary
weight in the line ?
Well, upon our editorial word, we have
no such fear; and
furthermore, we have
never yet
held it to be a dishonor to be
squarely beaten upon an open field in
to

Saturday
two weeks before, in spite of the fact
that the former game received the largest
amount of free advertising that any game
in this city has received for a long time.

fair and honorable battle.

It is true that most of the

modestly lay claim to has

ginia-Georgetown

unsavory;

game

on a

advertising

was

but that is another story.

is at least apparent

It
that the Washington

Should

play them for the glory of
defeating them ? Our victories over G.
we

W. U. in the past
little honor

hanced

by

:

have brought

what athletic credit

our

never

but

us

we can

been

en¬

defeat of George Wash¬

ington.

public managed to spend Thanksgiving
without
crowding in multitudes to
Georgetown Field to see us play George

play them from the cour¬
tesy due to a neighboring institution ?
From that obligation we feel ourselves

Washington.

absolved.

Should

play them because they are
desirous of playing us ?
Doubtless,
when all is said, we may presume that
they lean to our view that it is no longer
desirable to continue playing.
Yet, if it
be true that they are still actuated by an
unhealthy desire to have our athletic
scalps, these are days when vaulting am¬
we

bition should be
ness

for

checked.

Overeager¬

victory sometimes brings men

great lengths in

the code of honorable

sport.
Should

Should

the

we

It carries with it

measure we are

bors.

beholden to

It exposes us to a

more

than

neigh¬
challenge to the
our

improprieties of an acrid newspaper con¬
troversy, to accusations not common
among gentlemen doing business to¬
gether, to meeting those in the field who,
owing to a wide divergency of eligibility
rules, are not precisely our peers, to hav¬
ing the public treated to a display of gross
bad taste upon
to

the banners of our foes, and

vulgarity and the perils of rowdyism on

the field.
we

fall under the

play them lest we should
suspicion of the fear of

losing our laurels at their hands, now
that faculty restrictions have reduced us

To

sum

it all up, we

selves excused from
for

play.

meekly hold

our¬

all the above reasons
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Below is the article which reads:

This

brings us to
the reasons why we
should not meet

Why We

Should Not Play

them

G. W. U.?

on

any

ath¬

field.

These,

take it, have been adequately
in the resolution of the Executive

set forth
Commit¬

letic
we

of the Georgetown

tee

tion, which we here
of record.
“

Athletic Associa¬

subjoin

as a

matter

Resolved, That from observations oi

the circumstances

accompanying the ar¬

rangements for the

Thanksgiving Day

between George Washington Uni¬
versity and Georgetown, and of the inde¬
corous happenings on Georgetown Field
during the game, we are constrained to
forbid the Managers of the different
game

branches

athletics at Georgetown to

of

arrange any game or

Washington,
sufficient

not

contest with George

on the grounds that there is
comity between the students

of the two universities, nor so nice an ap¬

preciation of the proprieties of a public
contest, as to prevent rivalry degenerat¬
ing into a feud and to save to our meetings
the characteristics of a friendly contest
between young gentlemen.”
We feel assured that
the

approval of

from the
was

our

action meets

friends, and we hope
unfriendly the judgment that it

not taken

our

without full

warrant.

It is

Friendly

Rivalry

between

Virginia and
Georgetown.

a

relief and

pleasure, after the
disagreeable
events of

the past
month, to publish
the following edi¬
torial from the University of Virginia Col¬
lege lopies.
It shows what friendly ri¬
valry, which we desire and foster, con¬
sists of

:

Compliments to Georgetown.
‘

‘We

were going to run this
with the above, but it seemed

editorial in
worthy of

place by itself. Sometimes we play a
big game and come back with a bad taste
in our mouths.
Our opponents did not
give us just exactly a square deal; and
the spirit of the contest was not all that
we hoped.
We have no such feeling
about Georgetown.
A fairer, cleaner,
braver set of men we never met. They
lost, but we almost envy them. For they

a

played a gritty, hard game, cleanly and
honestly, even when defeat was staring
them in the face.

And it takes sports¬

manship to fight gamely with the score
going the wrong way.
“A Virginia man who was with the
Team all the time says the treatment
Georgetown gave them was good for the
heart.
Their students and faculty had a
nod and

a

word for

us

at all times.

We

their guests and they made us feel
On the field the spirit of their players

were

it.
was

of the kind that make amateur ath¬

one
of the finest things in life.
They wanted to win and they played to
win, but there was no underhand work,
no
scrapping, no desire to win without
the honors of victory.
Even when the
decisions of the officials were seemingly a
little bit against them, there was no
cpfarreling with fate, no ill-temper.
When the ball was given to Virginia
after Georgetown had carried it to our
fifteen-yard line, their Captain accepted
the hard luck quietly', without surliness
or
growling. It is good to play against
such opponents.”

letics
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who goes to

College, even to
Georgetown, where
the course of studies is prescribed and
strict discipline is enforced, often has to
bring before his mind questions that
effect his present and also his future well
being. Perhaps one of the most import¬
ant of these pertains to his participation
in the various College activities.
We
must look on this matter in the light of
a student
who considers seriously his
educational training and has ever before
him his entrance into public life at the
end of his school days.
Which is the

an

man

institution such

better
into

for him to

course

some

Who is

as

of the activities

pursue—enter
or

shun them ?

there, when he is graduated from

the school where he spent many

happy
days, when he feels as though he is sep¬
arated forever from his school-day chums,
would be willing to blot out all this sad¬
ness by
forgetting, as he steps out into
the world, his dear old College home ?
Now, what is it that makes the College
dear?
Is it the unceasing attention to
studies,

or

is it the various activities in¬

termingled

with a sufficiently good
study that endears to one’s
memory the never-to-be-forgotten Col¬
lege days? It is no more than right that

amount

of

he consider this matter without any socalled demands of duty and loyalty to
his

College, and that his final decision be
own
personal feel¬
ings as regards his own personal welfare.
The College is a place to assist greatly in
producing educated men, and his course
in accordance with his

which he decides to follow should be
means

to this end.

Then let

Should
or

just

a

as

turn

to

the
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his

participation in College activities—
athletics—glee clubs, debating, College
journal work, etc. A great deal can be
said

both sides,

the zealous student
he is in College to develop
that study produces this
effect, therefore too much time can not be
given to study.
This can be done, he
may say, without impairing one’s health
by living a regular life. Little time for
exercise need be given.
on

will argue that
the mind, and

Those of
argue

that

a measure

different turn of mind will

a

as a man is supposed to be in
fitted for life’s struggle upon

his exit from

College, the more of real
College life he sees, the better prepared
he will be to rub shoulders with the great
horde of human beings striving for exis¬
tence out in the

world. The “all-study”
acquire the happy faculty of
knowing just how to deal with his fellow-

man

man.

fails to
Such

can

not be derived from books.

He loses the

opportunity of acquiring selfreliance and knowing how to handle re¬
sponsibilities, all of which comes from
contact with others on the athletic field,
the glee clubs, debating societies, and
fellow
This cannot
journal scribes.
be argued for the “bluff-student,” whose
whole mind is centered in these and noth¬

ing else, but for the earnest student who
fair share of brains, they say
we all
have 40 ounces, and engages in
many other duties, at the same time giving
ever
enough time to study to maintain a
sufficiently high standing in his class.

possesses a

Much

can

be said

on

both sides of this

Some, perhdps, should be just
men of affairs.
Every
man
of thought on
entering College
should consider the matter seriously and
act in whatever way best suits his future.
question.

students and others

question :
give all his time to study
much time as he can spare from
us

a man
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Now that the German Court Scandal
has been

“aired” all

Europe by a
yellow journalist, whose name will be
handed down to posterity with not much
lustre, the Kaiser is being attacked with
unsparing severity.
The charge pre¬
ferred against the Emperor is that he lost
none of his wonted
apathy and indiffer¬
ence when
things were so circumstanced
as to demand his
interruption.
■ff.

*

over

*

*

*

Enter the Sixtieth

Congress ! and now
hyperbolical amount of
rubbish
subjected to the sonorous
tympany of words !
for the

same

old

*****

One of the most

weighty articles of the
in Harpers, by Thomas
(Professor of English,
Yale University), elucidating the flux and
reflux in the use of expletives. Unlike

month appears
R. Lounsbury,

the over-discussive

lucubrations of

modern

education-mongers, Mr. Louns¬
bury’s valuable annotations take up both
sides of much tentative conjecture and
clarifies for the every-day reader that
which should rarely, if ever, be studied,
except ,as a pursuit of supererogation.
*****

The

‘

‘The time is

At last

happy

we

now,

and the place is here."

discern the

season

time when all

of the
our

approach of the
the joyous

year;

troubles

evanesce

in

spiral wreaths of fuming Havana. So
here’s to you, reader—the compliments of
the

season
♦

siderable amount of learned dust kicked
up.
*****

!
*

*

*

**

“Fighting Bob” Evans, and the Dogs
are now on their way “round the

of War

horn,” and seek havoc with Occidental
nerves.

dominating feature of McClum
1908, is to be the publication of Ellen
Terry’s reminiscences, being peculiarly
concerned with Sir Henryk Irving, about
whose very name there has been a con¬

for

Generous reader, it should move your

mirth,

it possible for you to enjoy
by virtue of our positionlectures consequent to a night’s revelry
and the memorable aberrations of youth,
as

we

were

do
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when certain

unprecedented

bacchanalian

money market, stirred up recalcitrant
minds to statements derogatory of the

precocious individuals whose
propensities form the better
part of their makeup, venture remarks
and questions that shall never, to put it
mildly, startle the world for their
brilliancy.
*

*

*

*

*

People not wise in distinguishing are
apt to confound the difference between
occasion

and

cause.

subtle distinction

Were this not very
e x t e n s i ve 1 y

more

known,

many of the rash ones would not
ready to attack Mr. Roosevelt for
intermeddling in Wall Street affairs.

be

so

*****

Reviewing press items conversant with
embarrassing situation in Wall
Street, we shall find much that is “to
the point" and much that, to our narrow
little mind at least, seems to be redolent
of profound ignorance.
Mr. Cortelyou’s
the late

measures

of retrieving the

Secretary’s move.
They maintain that
by an overt act of legerdemain he mort¬
gaged the future of the country to aid a
temporary trial; that in this unheard-of
innovation, he was overstepping the or¬
dinances of the law in a way from which
he could not easily exonerate himself.
But the Secretary’s case is clear.
His
position was one of sheer desperation
and flagrant necessity, and he should
feel it incumbent upon himself to assume
it as a prerogative to calm the panicstricken people.
This he did, and con¬
fidence in the investing public was re¬
stored ; so

that all this

common

cant and

polemic discussion may fairly be pre¬
sumed to be a comprehensive act of in¬
gratitude.
D., ’08.
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Collegian
Advice Column

We have received such

a

large number

'of requests for advice and since many
excellent publications are featuring advi¬

departments, The Georgetown
Journal will aid its numerous
readers by having a bureau of this sort.
College life presents countless problems
to the unsophisticated student and to this
large class the know-it-all editor will pass
out wagon loads of wisdom.
sory

College

All letters must be addressed
outside of the

the

on

envelope and directed to

fully practicing eighty-yard runs in a
plowed pasture which will develop you
into a great broken field runner.
For your chest try breathing exerdses,
never fail when
smoking to inhale deeply,
as
cigarette calisthenics always have a
marked effect.
Dear Sir
I

:

am a new

friends

boy.

I have not made any

yet.

as

My monthly allowance is

Solomon, Journal.

which is much

(Question)

Would you advise me to
other students?

Dear Sir :
first year at College. Can
you tell me why they did not ask me to
play foot ball ?
Back home I was an awfully good
player. I am very fond of exercise and
vegetables.
Below are my measure¬
ments: weight,
107 lbs.; height, 4 feet
11 inches, chest expansion almost one and

more

than I

This is my

one-half inches.

What

make the team next

shall

season

I

do

to

case

The editor refuses to

publish the name
correspondent, in order to advise
privately and to come in close touch

him

with the

good
this.

a

sad

over

or

one.

You

overlooked.

were

A

agent would have prevented
Prepare for next season by faith¬

press

cause

Dear Sir
I

am a

of his trouble.

:

young man

ready to.enter Col¬
so much trouble I

few

months

ago my father died
distressing circumstances.
Fearing to die rich, he lost his eyesight
looking for a town without a library.
This affliction so discouraged my father
that he died a few weeks later leaving me

under
is

spend.

money to

of this

A

(Answer)
Your

loan

don’t know what to do.

A. Freshman.

either looked

$ 120.00,

Perplexed.

lege, but I have had

?

a

can

GEORGETOWN
the sole heir

COLLEGE

his

disgrace which amounts
I am very sensitive
about the scandal I have just related.
Do you think the boys would look
down upon me for my parents disgrace¬

to

to

four million.

ful end ?

R.

E.

HON.

LOUIS K.

MC’COMAS,

our

of Solomon.

LL. D.,

city.
’02 '

Hon. Louis E. McComas, Associate
Justice of the Court of Appeals of the
District of Columbia, and Professor of
International Law in

By no means would I or any of the
boys ostracize you.
Indeed you may join us right away
and bring your disgrace with you.
Allen Glennon, ’09,
Direct and Personal Representative

Bates, Jr.

LAW SCHOOL.

Post Graduate

Department, a scholar and a statesman,
known in Maryland, his native State,
through his long connection with its rep¬
resentation in Congress, and known to
leaders of the Republican party through¬
out the United States by his services at
the Nationl Conventions of the organiza¬
tion, died on the morning of Sunday,
November 10, 1907, at his home in this
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He

was a

loyal son of Georgetown
the students of our

and beloved by all
school.

Judge McComas came of a well-known
Maryland family. He was the son of
IHederick and Catherine (Angle) McCo¬
mas,
and was born at Williamsport,
Washington County, Md., on October 28,
1846. He was educated at St. James
College, Maryland, and at Dickenson Col¬
lege. From the latter institution he
graduated in 1866.
After

graduation

studied law and
of

was

Judge

McComas

admitted to the bar

Maryland in 1868, where he practiced
1892.

until
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His first entrance into National

politics
Congress
from Maryland for the Forty-fifth Con¬
gress.
In this contest he was defeated,
hut was elected to fhe Lower House of
the Forty-eighth Congress, and was again
elected to the Fiftieth and Fifty-first Con¬
gresses, but was defeated for re-election
to the Fifty-second.
Judge McComas was a delegate-atlarge to the Republican National Con¬
ventions in 1892 and I900; and in 1892
was Secretary to the Republican National
On
November
Committee.
17,
1892,
Judge McComas was appointed by Presi¬
dent Harrison as Associate Justice of the
Supreme Court of the District of Colum¬
was

bia.
as

made when

he

for

ran

This office he held until his election

Senator from

Comas took his
March 4,

Maryland.
seat

in

the

Judge Mc¬
Senate

on

1899, and served until March

3, I905-

them this year,

is to be held at Gaston
January nth, on the subject
of the establishment of postal saving
banks.
The Senior Society, represented
by Messrs. Effler and Igoe, will advo¬
cate their adoption; and the representa¬
tives of the Junior Society, Messrs.
Lethert and Sullivan, will oppose them,
A series of joint debates have been
arranged between the Senior Society of
Hall,

the

on

Law

School

Shortly after his retirement from the
was appointed by
President
Roosevelt an Associate Justice of the
Court of Appeals of the District of Co¬
Senate he

lumbia, where he has served ever since.
Among attorneys of this city he was

highly regarded as a Judge, among Re¬
publicans in all sections of the country
he was regarded as a remarkable man
and one of strong friendship; among the
was

re¬

garded with sincerest respect, confidence
and affection.

is to be held

Foolish lads.

The

on

names

not be announced

as

of the debaters

yet, neither can

judges, but it is to consist
College faculty,
one from the Law School faculty, and the
third, an alumnus of both departments.
The purpose for bringing these two
Senior societies of the two department'
together thus in joint debate is, first, to
foster greater unity between them and
between the students of the two depart¬
ments, secondly, to promote and facilitate
the success of the University in her in¬
tercollegiate debates, and, thirdly, to en¬
one

member of the

able the members of the two bodies to

profit by the mutual intercourse and to
arouse more

DEBATING SOCIETY.

booming, the Senior
intensity, the Junior in verbosity as
well.
The first joint debate between
in

Philodemic

The first of this
the evening of
January 18th, at the Law School. The
subject for discussion is to be “Resolved,
That the recent financial panic was due
to the utterances and policy of President
Roosevelt.” The embryo-jurists will up¬
hold this proposition, while the boys on
the heights will endeavor to disprove it.
series

of

are

the

the board of

APPOINTED BY ROOSEVELT.

Both societies

and

Society of the College.

can

students of the Law School he

JOURNAL.

interest and enthusiasm

over

debating in both schools. It is sincerely
to be hoped that these intersocietv de¬
bates will become permanent features
of each scholastic year.
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Georgetown is again about to enter
arena of intercollegiate debating,
after a year of retreat, spent in reorgan¬
izing and strengthening our forces, and
negotiations are pending with several

ity breeds contempt,” and the boys do
not really appreciate how good the choir
is. At any rate on the recent appearance
of this unparalleled coterie of vocalists,

other universities.

pleasing reception.

into the

The Senior

Debating Society wishes to
through The Journal, that
the Hon. William Jennings Bryan will
address the law students, under its aus¬
pices, sometime in January.

announce,

Don. Carlos

Ellis, Law, ’08.

“over the wall,”

we met

with

a

very

After the mass had
been sung, we were entertained at lunch¬
eon, the young ladies of the Senior Class
acting as hostesses. All the fellows pres¬
ent had a mighty enjoyable time, and it
was

the unanimous wish of the “canto-

rum,” that occasions of this sort might
be

more

frequent.

The

Junior Specimen in Minor Logic
on the Tuesday before Thanks¬
giving. Little did any one think that
the Juniors had absorbed such a store of
wisdom as was manifested on that day.
Prominent among the heroes of the oc¬
casion was Ecky, who struggled long
and valiantly with “twenty red-headed
Irishmen.”
But on the following day
in the Senior Specimen, the Juniors were
made to realize how insignificant were
their miniature brains as compared to the
giant intellects of the Seniors. How¬
ever, some day we hope to be able to
say “Distinguo, ” with as much unction
as the
present wearers of the cap and
was

COLLEGE
The Philodemic
into its

new

NOTES.

has

recently moved

and commodious

quarters—

the remodeled Senior Class Room.

The

Society’s new home is handsomely fitted
up with quartered oak benches and ros¬
trum, and a fine parquet floor.
The
walls are paneled, and adorned with
pictures of men who have brought honor
and glory to the Philodemic.
With new
surroundings come plans of more ex¬
tended

work.

A committee

has been

appointed from the Society to confer with
a Law School committee
concerning ar¬
rangements for a series ofdebates between
the two debating societies. We hope that
this interschool debating may produce a
team worthy to uphold
the honor of
Georgetown against all challengers.

held

gown.

On

Thanksgiving Eve the Georgetown

Crew gave one of its usual highly enjoy¬
able dances.
While there was a good
crowd

present it seems strange that more
do not avail themselves of these events.
For the Crew Dances

Although the College Choir receives
but a small meed of praise from those
who hear it daily ; still we are pleased to
know that true lovers of music, such as
the convent girls, recognize real ability
in that line. Perhaps it is that ‘ ‘ familiar¬

about the only
Georgetown men
as a body can attend.
We hope to see
a
larger gathering at the next dance.
social

are

function which

A lamentable lack of

shown

by the

self-respect was
followers of the team
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which played Georgetown on Thanks¬
giving Day, when they so far trans¬
gressed the elements of common courtesy
by certain placards which they carried.
If they intended to discredit Georgetown
by this display of cheap wit they failed
utterly in their object. In fact the only
thing they accomplished by this display
of venom, was to drag their already un¬
savory reputation a little deeper in the
mire.
This is merely a word in passing
—for do not let them

that

we

flatter themselves

would take official notice of such

fevered utterances.

count of illness.

of all
thus

Bishop Collins who was here
for a few days before going to his charge
in Jamaica, we enjoyed a seasonable holi¬
day Thanksgiving week. As originally
intended, we were to have Thursday only,
but by using his influence with Fr. Rec¬
tor, the good Bishop obtained Friday and
Saturday for us. The “ Floya” given in
his

honor after the

announcement

certainly a well-deserved
preciation of his kindness.

made,

was

was

ap¬

During the last month several changes
place in the faculty, on ac¬

have taken

It is the sincere

the fellows that those who

incapacitated for duty,

cover

and

resume

their

hope
are

may soon re¬
usual duties

among us.
Fr.

Neary takes the office of Prefect of
Discipline in place of Fr. Duarte and also
assumes the classes of Mr. McIntyre in
1st Prep.
Fr. Connell comes from 16th
Street, New York City, to take the Ju¬
nior Class; Mr. Tully from Woodstock
takes Fr. McLoughlin’s Chemistry and
Mathematics classes ; while Fr. Macksey
and

Thanks to
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Fr.

O’Hara

divide the duties of

Sophomore Class in place of Fr. Kelly.
We hear that the

Juniors are all going
compasses” as
Christmas presents.
No, not to be able
to carve the Christmas turkey with more
mathematical exactness, but merely to
attain greatness as physicists.
P'or out
to

of

ask for

a

“rulers and

bunch of bummers, as far as mathe¬

matics

were

concerned, the Juniors are

gradually developing into the greatest
math, sharks in College.
Anthony Vincent Lynch,

Jr., ’09.
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With the Old Boys
The

younger generation of George¬
hereby extends to the older the
heartiest of wishes for a very Merry

town

Christmas.

A Christmas after the old

style. A Christmas that is a Christmas;
and truly, what one of us shall not
enjoy it?
“A man must be a misan¬
thrope indeed in whose breast something
like a jovial feeling is not aroused—in
whose mind some pleasant associations
are not awakened—by the recurrence of
Christmas.”

For—

“Our song we’ll troll out for Christmas
stout,
The hearty, the true and the bold ;
A bumper we drain, and with might and
main

Give three cheers for this Christmas old !
‘‘We’ll usher him in with merry din
That shall gladden his joyous heart,
And we’ll
or

And in
We

keep him

up

while there’s bite

sup,

fellowship good we’ll part.”
honored

by being able to print
following letter of Christmas greet¬
ing from the Honorable James H. Hig¬
gins, LL. B., re-elected Governor of
Rhode Island.
Mr.
Higgins’ letter
speaks for itself. It shows a spirit of
loyalty to his Alma Mater that has been
the

are

the great

characteristic of all true George¬
a spirit which
necessarily
brings with it high standards and honesty
in all things ; a spirit which has carried
Mr. Higgins through all his public life,
and which has shown conclusively that
this business of politics can be carried on
honorably. He writes :
town

Editor

men;

of Old Boys.

Dear Sir

:

My kindest greeting to the students and
alumni of old Georgetown at this happy
Christmas

season

!

To those of

us

who

have

and
and
practical work of the world, it brings
reminiscences of one of the pleasantest
epohs of our lives. May the ancient
University at the Capital grow in num¬
bers, in prosperity and, above all, in its
enthusiastic devotion to the splendid
ideals which have made it past famous,
its present conspicuous and its future
hopeful.
gone from the old College
have entered upon the more serious

James H. Higgins.
We have the honor of

printing te fol¬
lowing from Mr. Charles P. Neill, A. B.,
’91.
Mr. Neill in his position as Com-

-
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missioner of

Labor has been identified

McKeel is in the Marine

with all

Labor

vice ;

the

questions and im¬
provements throughout the country.

Hospital Ser¬
Dr. McQuillan is practising in the

town and is

Reeves

Editor

of Old Boys

Dear Sir

:

I take the

all

the

:

greatest pleasure in wishing

Students

and

Alumni

a

very

Merry Christmas.
May the spirit of
good fellowship which has pervaded
Georgetown and which has banded her
sons
together as a unit, continue on for
numberless years.

Sincerely

yours,

Charles P.
We

have

Neill, ’91.

the

following from Dr.
Joseph Bayne, M. D,, ’03, a prominent
and successful young physician of the
city :
Editor

of Old Boys

Dear Sir

:

:

I have yours

of the 1st at hand, and
though I would very much like to meet
adequately your demands for information,
still I fear I must fall far short of

an

ideal

As you may easily un¬
derstand, it is quite a difficult matter to
remember with any distinctness the mem¬
bers of a large class outside of a few
personal friends. However, I will give
you what I know, so far as my memory
correspondent.

serves me.

Dr. Abrahams is practising in Texas
somewhere, and doing very well, as I
understand; Dr. Burbank is practising
in the city ; Dr. Grady is in Massachu¬
setts; Dr. Galloley died ; Dr. Howard
is

practising in the city ; Dr. Hamilton,
after taking a postgraduate course at the
Hopkins, is now practising in this city;
Dr. Lamb is practising in Pittsburg ; Dr.

doing exceedingly well; Dr.

is

in the Naval service; Drs.
Sudler, Diggs and Mundell are in the
city.
In regard to the efficiency of night
medical school, I am of the opinion that
it can in no way compare to that of the
day school. It is practically impossible
at a night school to obtain the necessary
Hospital or Clinical experience, always
of so much value to the young physician.
Those who attend such schools get
almost nothing but theory.
I have been
thrown a good deal with men from the
other schools, such as the University of
Virginia and Harvard, and have noticed
this

fact

were

full of

particularly; that these men
theory, but fell far short of
being skilled in actual work and practice.
In short, night medical school is insuffi¬
cient, inasmuch as it gives the student
of medicine only half of what he should
get.
Theory without the practice.
I take great pleasure in wishing all of
my brethren from Georgetown a Merry,
Merry Christmas.
Yours truly,
Joseph Bayne, M. D.
The many

friends and former class¬
John F. Turner will be grieved
to learn of his untimely end when on Sat¬
urday, November 9, 1907, he passed away
at his home in Grafton, W. Va., a victim
of Bright disease.
He was a member of
the graduating class in Law, ’05.
The
mates of

Grafton Daily Republican, of his home
town, under date of November 9, 1907,
has
the following to say editorially:
‘ ‘

Grafton

promising

never

produced a better or more
than John Turner.

young man
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The

city

death
to

never

one

come

standard of
pages
cover

lost

better

a

In his

one.

has been removed who in years
bade fair to attain the highest
American

manhood.

The

of his book of life are spotless from
to cover.
Nothing but good can

be said of this sainted dead.

Clean

mor¬

ally ; bright intellectually ; until recently
strong physically ; clear conscienced, lib¬
eral minded, whole hearted—a man, in a

word, who deserved the full and free

con¬

fidence of the

public whom he served in
profession as an attorney and who
gave rare promise of becoming that pub¬
his

lic’s most trusted
that but

short

servant

in the future

time ago

spread so
invitingly before him.
“The good die
young,” is an old saying, but never be¬
fore has it been so vividly illustrated in
Grafton than by the death of young John
F. Turner.
The heartfelt sympathy of
the entire community will go out to the
sorely bereaved parents, brothers and

other
man.

so

relatives

of

a

the

deceased young

”

Hayes, A. B., ’06, and Mr.

Norman

Degnon, of the same year, were
city prior to and at the time of the
game with George Washington. Accord¬
ing to them, things at Georgetown were
about the same, only a little different.
This, evidently, is not very determinate.
Among those features of the Old College
which were still old-fashioned, according
to them, in fact, constituting practically
in the

all of the old-fashioned features

silv’ry Potomac,
scenery in general.
We

campus,

were

the

and the

print the following from Dr. Son-

nenschmidt, M. D., ’67, an eminent and
skillful

physician of this city.

of Old Boys

Dear Sir

:

:

To try and run back
as the year ’67 and

in your mind as
recall the names
of any great number of one’s classmates
is quite a difficult task.
In fact I can
remember only a few.
You men of The
Journal, and in fact all newspaper men
far

whom I have come in contact with, seem
to demand extraordinary powers
on the

part of those they may chance to inter¬
view.
They ask for an account of this
and an account of that, which “that”
may have
it was on

occurred 50 years ago, as if
the tip of your finger.
I
suppose that this is due to the impetuos¬
ity of the present generation—but enough
of scolding and pointed remarks.
As
the saying goes, I will return to my
mutton.

Dr. O’Connor is specializing in New
York City; Dr. Tilden never practised;
Drs. Tree, French, Squire and McNelly
I have lost track of.
Though this is all
that I can remember concerning my

classmates, there
few in

There

the
were

however, not

were,

a

graduating class that year.
44 in all.
Among the Pro¬

Dr.
Silas Newman, of
Dr. Thos. Morgan, of Mate¬
ria Medica ; Dr. Howard, of Obstetrics ;
and Dr. Attisell, of Physiology.
The School was then on F St., near
fessors

Mr. Frank

air,

Editor

were

Chemistry

;

12th.

We held our Commencement ex¬
at the National
Theatre.
The
Staff of Instructors was a very good one,
ercises
and

although the

School as a night
with the pres¬
ent day classes, still, on the whole, it
was very good.
Of course, you under¬
stand that a night school is not near as
efficient as that of the day.
This is the
concensus of opinion among
those who
know anything about it at all.
Wishing you all a Merry Christmas,
I remain, very truly yours,
school could not compare

C.

W.
F.

SONNENSCHMIDT.

J. Hartnett, ’09.
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our

LXCHANG
It would be hard indeed to find
well-balanced

college

Smith

Monthly

Not

College

only has it

paper

for

NOCTURNE.

a more

than the

The

November.

well-written and
clever essays, essays also that are interest¬
ing, but it possesses likewise good stories,
very

style and dialogue.
college paper that shows the
great interest that is taken in it by the
students, an interest that is absolutely
necessary if the paper is to be in any way
a

in

a

success

and readable.

The essay on

the “Hebrew

Equivalent of the Scop,”
one and
very cleverly
Evidently here a great deal of
put.
“boiling down,” as it were, of lengthy
articles, and compressing into a small
space.
Consequently, that small space
being cleared of all unessentials, is very
interesting. In like manner, the essays
on
“Railway Block-System Legislation,”
is

a

well-written

and “The Intrinsic Value of Geometrical

Axioms,”

are very

the

is

latter

a

scholarly, although

trifle

trite.

The

short

stories, “Basil Plant” and “Love’s Under¬
study, ” are both true to life, a quality
that is sadly lacking in most short stories
in college papers.
They both portray
real living people.
In conclusion we
quote two charming little poems:

misty shrouds :
deep.

Only the lights of the town,
Glimmering faintly down,
Trouble the waters’ sleep.

them, human interest,
naturalness, and with a notable absence
It is

is beneath the clouds,

Slumber lulleth the

stories with life in

of awkwardness

moon

Mantled in

sunsp:t
We drifted

out in an

open boat,
My love and I,
On a path of gold we lay afloat
As the sun sank low, and the seagull’s note
Filled all the air from sea to sky.
The tide was high.
We watched the
Till

sun as it
dropped to rest,
My love and I,
the afterglow in the changing west

sun on

its

eager

Kissed other clouds

as

he

Died,

as

the

The tide

was

quest

glided by.

high.

Congratulations, Plditors of the Smith
College Monthly.
One thing that is very noticeable about
the Dickinsonian for November, and in

fact, for all their numbers of this year is the
seeming placing of their literary depart¬
ment as secondary to the Alumni Notes,
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Open Letter Department, Law Notes,
Now a college magazine primarily
etc.
represents the college in an intellectual
way, as much as the different athletic
teams do in an athletic way.
Hence the
“Literary section,’’ as it is called, should
be first, the main figure in the paper, and
the rest grouped around it, but not out¬
shining it. However it is very good, what
there is of it, “but not enough of it, such
as it is.”
The sketch “Going to Market
in Pennsylvania” literally breathes “Penn¬
sylvania Dutch” life. It was refreshing
in its recountal of the simple, homelike
things and people in this old market in

You

are gone, but why repine?
in your light awhile.

For

me

alone did you

did you
And the

rose

kissed

shine,

I lived

on me

alone

smile.
that the

mighty

sun

hath

day by day.

In content when the Summer is done

to

wither and fade away.
The

Marquette University Journal for
replete with good stories,

November is
but not

shadow of

cold, crisp, fresh air,

essay.
Now, a
University journal is not a short story
publication entirely, but should represent
the
university as a whole. This has
been noticed before.
In conclusion, let
there be an essay or essays, together

grocer

with the short stories.

our

The story
“Anesthesia” is very wellwritten and humorous.
“Dickie” is very

We breathe in with the writer

Carlisle.

as we trudge to the
and butcher with basket under
arm.
We quote a pretty little poem.

FREDERICA TO GOETHE.

(in

)

fancy after their separation.

By Lynn Harold

As turneth the
eth the

rose

rose

soul for

Having known
as

the

dear

one, so

I needs must love,

to the

sun

must

to the

rose

tend,—
can

The blossoms

are many and fair that
courting his royal whim,—

He will

woo

him

the

descend?

some

orchid

wayside bloom for him.

rare:

are

no

men”

one

often

such a character.
Poor,
happy, lovable Dickie,
life was yet more of a tragedy
comedy.
just

light-hearted,
than

a

It is the wish of the “Ex-Man” that all

the

But how from his throne above
sun

craved

Be well-balanced.

sorts and conditions of

whose

you.
you

rose

the sun, as crav-

an

pathetic, and appeals to us. Since in a
college, that grouping together “of all
meets

the dew,

So turned I to you,
my

to

Harris, ’06.

a

Exchanges could be reviewed. How¬
space and the patience of our sub¬
scribers, as well as the immediate prob¬
ability of a lack of fitting adjectives to
characterize the superabundant merits
of the respective papers, forbid.
We
can only wish all our fellow-journalists
(and fellow lady-journalists) a very
Merry Christmas.
F. J. Hartnett, ’09.
ever,

Virginia, 28 : Georgetown, 6.
Virginia defeated Georgetown in the
great annual game played on George¬
town Field, Nov. 16, by the score of 28
to 6.
The orange and blue team scored

judgment in sending Simon around the
end

on

but ten

a

third down when the oval

It seemed

yards from the line.

to take the

heart out of

was

our

men

for

a

time, but when Stuart made his long run

beginning of the second half,
thereby tying the score, the Georgetown

touchdown in the first half, three in the
second, and their crack little quarterback

at

kicked

goal from the field in the second
period of play from the thirty yard line.
Georgetown’s lone score was made in the

enthusiasm knew

second half in the first

play it was all Vir¬
Crawford, Neff and Waples
waded through our line for big gains
almost at will,
gaining from five to
twenty yards at every plunge.

a

a

few minutes

of

play by quarterback Stuart whose run of
eighty yards after the kick off through
the entire Virginia eleven was the feature
stunt of the day.
In the first half both aggregations
played on equal terms, and it is doubtful
if the Virginians would have crossed our
coveted goal line but for a mistake in

the

no

bounds.

The blue and grey were
classed in the second half.

clearly out¬
After the

first five minutes of

ginia.

It

was

the old-fashioned game.

Only

during the struggle was the
forward pass tried and those three times
it failed.
Virginia outweighed Georgethree times
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town, and their

plays were executed with
rapidity, with the result that
Georgetown was kept on the jump most
of the time.
Georgetown’s weakness
proved Virginia’s strong point.
The
blue and grey backfield could not run
back punts.
They would either fumble
or allow the ball to get away.
Thomp¬
son upheld his reputation in the kicking
more

line and

had

little the better of the

a

anything,
great game, being in

argument with

Crawford if

besides

playing a
almost every play.
The large crowd of 6,000 people was
surely a tribute to the great American
college game. The rooters came early
and the stands on both sides of the grid¬
iron were solidly banked,
the space
around the ropes being twenty strong,

individual

work of

some

must not be overlooked.

men

of the

Dlitcher,

Thompson and McNulty played a most
consistent game and though Captain Dutcher was seldom called upon to advance
the ball he did not hesitate when his turn
came

and his defensive work will

long be
by those fortunate enough
game.
Devine was in the game

remembered
to

see

but

the

short

a

time, but in that duration

made his presence

felt by his hard tack¬
ling and smashing up of end plays. Honaker was a bright particular star for Vir¬
ginia and the back field of the Southern¬
ers, Crawford, Waplesand Neff, surprised
the

even

of

ardent

most

its

rooters

Their

and the historic old wall at the north end

line-smashing and runs around the
Georgetown line could
not be stopped, especially in the last half.
The ball see-sawed up and down the

of the field

field the first half with neither team hav¬

of the
tion

partisans
The Georgetown delega¬

sport.

was

crowded with

was

massed in the west

while the

old

dominion

bleachers

rooters

were

firmly entrenched on the east side, and
the light breeze which swept over the
field, though hardly noticeable to the
spectators, served to sway the mighty
mass of college colors, making the scene
one
long to be kept in memory’s chest.
The spirit which goes to make college
days sacred was ever present.
Between
the halves and before the game the
Georgetown students crazed with the
thought of a possible victory arose en
masse

and

sent

forth

their

“Sons

of

Georgetown, Alma Mater” which every
old graduate in the stands remembered.
Virginia came right back with their now
ancient songs which have sounded many
times throughout the buildings and cam¬
pus of that historic university.

extremities of the

ing

an

apparent advantage. First George¬

town would come within

the shadows of

the

Virginia goal posts, and then in a few
and blue would be
seriously threatening the blue and grey
minutes the orange

line.

Near the end of the half, Crawford

punted to Georgetown’s five yard line.
Georgetown made 7 yards on the first
two plays and then, instead of having
Thompson kick, as seemed the only way
out of the difficulty, the signal was called
for Simon to endeavor

opposing end.
disastrous.
was

The

thrown for

a

a

run

around the

The decision proved
doughty baseball leader
loss and then it

was

the

beefy Virginia backs displayed their worth
by placing the pigskin over the goal line
for the first score of the game.
Time
was called shortly after the kickoff
Simon kicked off to Thompson, at the
beginning of the second half, who returned
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the ball

thirty yards.
For five minutes
Georgetown held, but weight began to
tell, and in less time than it takes to re¬
late the details, Crawford kicked off to
Stuart at the beginning of the second half
and here it was Georgetown made her
only score.
Wriggling and dodging
through the entire opposing team the little
Georgetown quarter ran the length of the
field for the blue and grey’s only score.
Georgetown’s enthusiasm was short lived,

Wise

L. G

Gloth, Kellock

Cen..

Glennon, Kane
Moran, Scott
Cullen, Buckley

...

Alger

Virginia had scored again, after the

...R. T

M unhall

Maddox

...R. E

Miller, Devine

as

From that time

on

it

question of how large the
The Georgetown men
physically and the substitutions
a

would be.
all in

that

were

made weakened

the chances

considerably.
Two more touchdowns
and a goal from the field were made in
rapid order, and when time was finally
called it was so dark the men could hardly
distinguish one another.
The friendly spirit of rivalry displayed
by the opposing teams was a source of
gratification to the enthusiastic supporters
of Old Georgetown.
The annual game
between Georgetown and Virginia has
actually become the most interesting of
the games played for the premier honor
of the South land.
The Virginia team
and its great crowd of rooters were our
guests, and we must compliment our
students on treating them as such.
After
the game, c n the streets and in the hotels,
Georgetown and Virginia men locked
arms and made merry.
Georgetown lost
its most important game, but to be van¬
quished by such a team as Virginia can
boast of is considered
the

Virginia.
Positions.
Georgetown.
Jones, Randolph ..L. E
Simon, Cohen
L. T
Todd, Mullen
Holliday, Cecil

Wellford

were

was a

little
fact.

in less time then it takes to

only

score

ing the

...R. G.

kickoff of Simon.
was

indulged in by either team dur¬
conflict and the umpire, in a
talk after the game, remarked this
The line-up and officials follows:

was

Williams

however,
relate

talk

team of

same

an

honor.

Theirs

athletes, but they were at
gentlemen.
No harsh

time

Taliaferro

Cohen

Honaker

Neff,

Stewart

Q. B

(Capt.)....

L. H. B

Hume

McNulty

Mohen, Devine
R. H. B

Crawford

Thompson

Caldwell

Waples, Yancey ..F. B .Dutcher (Capt.)
Touchdown s—Neff

Caldwell,

Stewart.

down—Crawford
Goal

(2), Honaker,
Goals from touch¬

(3),

Simon,

from field—Crawford.

Hume.

Referee—

Mr. Olcott

(Yale). Umpire—Mr. Arm¬
Head linesman and time¬
keeper— Mr. Gass (Lehigh). Assistant
linesman—Mr. Edmonston, (G. U.) and
Mr.
Caldwell, (Virginia).
Time of
halves—35 minutes.
strong (Yale).

Georgetown, o; Geo. Washington, 0.
a
long drawn out controversy
between the respective managers, a satis¬
factory agreement was reached whereby
the annual game between the two local
rivals, Georgetown and George Washing¬
ton, was played on Thanksgiving Day
After

before

a

rather

enthusiastic

crowd of

5,000 people.
True enough George
Washington achieved the greatest success

i

GEORGETOWN
her athletic

by holding our
most desper¬
ately waged battles witnessed in this city
in years.
The spirit between the two
universities has grown to be one of en¬
mity instead of a friendly rivalry, which
in

eleven

o

career

to o in one of the

should exist.

We should have
touchdowns

as

won

the ball

by at least two
was

in the

Hat-

chetite

territory in more than 65 out of
the 70 minutes of play.
Three times the
blue and grey aggregation advanced the
ball to a position within the ten yard line,
once in fact to the 2 yard line, and it ap¬
peared that nothing short of a miracle
could keep our boys from scoring.
It
was
at these moments,
though, that
George Washington took a decided brace
and with their heavy forwards stopped
the advances of our light backfield.

Throughout the first half the
a

clean

one,

game was

but after the intermission

so

were the teams, Georgetown
maintain a cherished tradition and

desperate
to

George Washington to gain renown, that
both played savagely.
The players had
to be warned several times by the Umpire.
One of the most unfortunate incidents
of the game was

when Galt, of George
Washington, after catching a punt, was
tackled on his own 1 yard line and thrown
back of his own goal by Woods and
Todd for what appeared to be a'safety.
Referee Woodruff took the ball out, how¬
to the one yard line and gave it to
George Washington for first down. Of
course a strenuous protest
was lodged
by Georgetown, claiming it was a safety,
and that two points were scored, as the
impetus which sent tjie runner back over
his own goal line came from the blue and
grey players. Referee Woodruff, it seems,
ever,
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had blown his whistle
town

ball

men

just

as

the George¬

had reached Galt and

dead.

so

the

The

University of Chi¬
cago defeated Michigan by 2 to o on this
play in 1905, a game which decided the
championship of all the Western Colleges.
The usual Thanksgiving Day enthu¬
was

siasts

hand to witness the game.

were on

Both stands

packed to overflowing,
Georgetown holding forth on the west
bleacher with the buff and blue solidly
banked

on

were

the east side.

Both

schools

had bands and every

gain or noticeable
play was greeted with a pro¬
longed shouting from one or the other
cheering section.
Devine opened the game, kicking off to
Sommers at 2.35 p. m.
George Wash¬
ington could not gain and punted imme¬
diately. The first real test of offense and

individual

defense

came

toward the middle of

the

first half when

Georgetown, on a diagonal
on George Wash¬
ington’s seven yard line. The blue and
grey backfield failed to get the required
ten yards and George Washington punted
out of danger.
Twice more in this period
of play the Georgetown eleven started
marches toward the south goal, but each
time after working the ball well up under
the shadow of the goal posts was stopped.
'Fhe second half was practically a repe¬
tition of the first.
After a punting duel,
the blue and grey pushed the oval well
up into George Washington
territory
kick, secured the oval

where it remained the rest of the game.
In this half Georgetown had better
chances to
Twice
from
was a

score

than in the first half.

goals from the field were attempted
20 yard line, but each attempt

the

failure.

Georgetown’s backfield displayed better
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form than her rivals

except when within

the

line.

5 or

line in

yard

io

most cases

Georgetown’s

excelled the buff and

blue

chargers. Both sets of ends were
satisfactory from a spectator’s viewpoint,
but in covering punts, Miller, Devine
and Thompson were the better, being
down the field

as

as

soon

the

ball

was

received, while the Georgetown men play¬
ing back on punts were- seldom stopped
without

gain.
Thompson,

Divine, Miller, Woods,
Captain Dutcher carried off
the honors for Georgetown, while Cap¬
tain Gunning, Whitehead and Whitten
starred for George Washington.
A slight mix-up occurred after the
game between the rival student bodies.
Several signs carried to the game by
George Washington rooters were taken
as
being bold insults to the Georgetown
students as well as to the faculty.
It is
probable that the matter will be properly
dealt with at the next meeting of the
Glennon and

Executive Committee.
The

line-up of the

game

L. E

....

Gunning
White.

Simon.
Todd

:

Geo. Wash.

Positions.

Georgetown.
Thompson

follows

....

—

Glennon
C ullen

L. T

Whitehead

L. G

Alston

c

W’oods

R.

Baker
G

..Holmes, Neal

Murihall

R. T

Sommers

Miller

R.

E

Brookes

Stuart, Cohen..

Q. B

Galt

...

Devine

L. H. B...

Thompson.
McNulty
Dutcher

..R
-

H.

IL.

White

Hough.
Maxey

F. B

Referee—Mr. Woodruff,

Yale.

Um¬

pire—Mr. Metzger, University of Penn¬
sylvania.
Head linesman—Mr. Wor¬
Linesmen—Mr.
thington, V. P. I.
Simon and Mr. Doonen, Georgetown;
Dr. Corley, University of Pennsylvania.
Time of halves—35 minutes each.
It may
alumni of

be of interest to students and
Georgetown alike to know that
Athletic relations between Georgetown
and George W ashington universities have
been severed.
At

special meeting of the executive
Georgetown University
Athletic Association, the following reso¬
lutions were unanimously passed:
“As a result of observations during
the arrangements for the Thanksgiving
Day game of football this year, empha¬
sized by the indecorous happenings on
Georgetown Field on the occasion of the
game, we feel constrained to forbid the
managers of any of the athletic teams of
Georgetown University to engage for any
games hereafter with George W ashing¬
ton
University, on the grounds that there
is not sufficient comity between the stu¬
a

committee of the

dent

bodies of the two

such

nice

universities,

nor

appreciation of the proprieties
public contest as would prevent
rivalry degenerating into feud, and save
competitive contests from losing the
characteristics of a friendly game be¬
tween young gentlemen.”
l'he secretary was instructed to serve
of

a

'notice to this effect to all the different

of the Athletic Association of
Georgetown University.
The executive committee is composed
of the following students : H. Spalding,
manager baseball team ; Cliff W’oods,
managers

crew ;

L. Moran, field and track

;

hid.
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Fitzgerald, football

H. Smith, president
J. H.
O'Neil, secretary, and B. Jeffs, treas¬
the

of

Athletic

;

Association;

urer.

Award Varsity

“G. ”

The executive committee also awarded
the Varsity
ball team.

“G” and numerals to the foot¬
Seven

the

prized emblem,

ed

the

same

received

their

were

awarded

seven were

reaward¬

men

letter,

numerals

Awarded the “G,” E.
ager;

and

eleven
as

men

follows

:

Fitzgerald, man¬
Thompson, end; Todd, tackle;

Glennon, guard
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; Cullen, center; Woods,
Munhall, tackle; Miller, end;
Stuart, quarter back ; Devine, left half ;
McNulty, right half ; Dutcher, full back;
also McLaughlin, the veteran end, who
was out of the
game the last of the sea¬
son
with an injury,
and Simon and
Cohen, who figured conspicuously in the
big games the latter part of the season.
Awarded numerals : Buckley, Alger,
Scott, W. Fitzgerald, Moran, Caine,
Van Kmmon, Chapman, Mulcaire, Hol¬
liday, and Dolan.

guard;
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